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Executive Summary

] . The UK Renewable Energy Strategy. published in 2009, demonstrated that the 2020 target of
15% renewables could be achieved and suggested that this would require 30% of electricity,
12% of heat and 10% transport to come from renewable sources. To meet this involves a step
change in the provision of renewable energy capacity in the UK and action at ail geographic
levels to help to plan and deliver this strategy between now and 2020. In particular, most
onshore renewable energy development projects across a wide range of commercial scale,

small and microgencraiion technologies are controlled al sub-regional and local levels, In
support of this agenda and in order to provide an evidence base for local authorities, Telford
and Wrekin Council, on behalf of the West Midlands' local authorities and regional
stakeholders, commissioned this study to provide a Renewable Energy Capacity Study for the
West Midlands. A team led by SQW, supported by Maslen Environmental and CO2Sense,
was appointed to deliver the study.

2. The focus of the study has been to present the results at local authority and regional scales
for al! of the technologies assessed. The project’s evidence base is highly relevant for use at
the local Scale tn response to the requirements of national planning policy when considering
the contribution of renewable energy and low carbon initiatives and opportunities for climate
change miligation and adaptation. This report is supported by 30 individual resource
assessments (one for each local authority), a planning guide to facilitate local authorities in
developing appropriate planning policy for renewable energy and a hydropower assessment
Study of the Middle Severn.

3. The evidence base provided through this study has the specific advantages of being based on
up to date data including local data sources, being informed by numerous other local and sub¬
regional studies and being consistent with national guidance. That is, the renewable energy
capacity assessment methodology published by DECC and CLG in 2010 (hereafter referred Io
as "the DECC methodology’).

4. The study has produced a comprehensive assessment of the potential accessible renewable
energy resources at 2030. Whilst national targets are cast for 2020, and the DECC
methodology refers to this date (for some, but not all technologies), it was considered that
2030 was more appropriate as it better aligns with local planning horizons and provides
sufficient time for technological development and deployment of major facilities.

5. The results of this assessment by technology group and, resource/t technology sub-categories
for the West Midlands are provided in Table 1. The full results, data sources and
accompanying assumptions are provided in the main body and annexes to this report,

6. Overall the study reveals potential accessible renewable energy resource of 54.2GW for the
West Midlands as a whole. The overwhelming majority of the resource is comprised of wind
(71%) followed by microgeneration (25%) with biomass and hydropower contributing much
more modest proportions (3% biomass and less than 1% hydropower). Placing this within
context, the most recent electricity consumption statistics available for the West Midlands
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(DECC, 2009) show a total figure of 24,624GWh (equivalent to 2-SGW capacity)* whilst
most recent figures for renewable energy generation within the region show- I88.5MW
( DECC, 2009) excluding solar photovoltaics and micro wind. These figures demonstrate how
the resource assessment identifies potential not deployable capacity, to which many other
constraints apply. It is inconceivable that 54.2GW of renewable energy will be generated by
2030, but there is clearly significant opportunity to increase deployment well above the
current level which stands at less than 2U0MW.

Table 1: Potential accessible renewable energy resource in the West Midlands by technology (at 2030)
in MW

Technology group MW by technology
group

Sub Category
Level 1

Sub Category
Level 2

MW by sub-
category

Wind (onshore) 33301 Wind - commercial
scale

Wind - commercial
scale

36,727

Wind - small scale Wind small scale 1,634

Biomass 1304 Plant biomass Managed woodland
(electricity)

31

Managed woodland
(heat)

36

Energy craps
(electricity)

229

Energy crops (heat) 1,321

Waste wood
(eleclricity)

37

Waste wood (baa!) 32

Agricultural arising® 51

Animal biomass (via
Energy from Waste)

Wet organic waste 165

Poultry litter is

Municipal Solid
Waste {MSW}

Municipal Solid
Waste (MSW)

209

Commercial &
Industrial Waste
(c&iw)

Commercial S
Industrial Waste
(CilW)

145

fliegas Landfill gas 11

Sewage gas 34

bo-firing of biomass
(with a fossil fuel)

Co-flring of biomass
{with a fossil fuel)

106

Hydrapower 72 Small scale
hydropower

Smail scale
hydropower

72

Microgenenation 13605 Solar Solar Photovoltaics
(PV)

1.378

Solar Water Heating
(SWH)

1,153
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Technology group MW by technology
group

Sub Category
Level 1

Sub Category
Level 2

MW by sub-
category

Heat pumps Ground Source Heat
Pump (GSHP)

2,215

Air Source Heat
Pump (ASHP)

8.859

TOTAL 54,171’
Source: SQW and Masten Environmental (Figures may not total due to rounding)!

7. A breakdown by upper tier authority is shown in Figure 1. Shropshire provides the largest
capacity mainly due to its substantial wind resource, followed by (he counties of
Staffordshire, Warwickshire. Herefordshire and Worcestershire.

Figure 1: Regional renewable resource assessment by upper tier authority

Herefordshire
Telford and Wrekin
Shropshire

Stoke-on-Trent
O B*mingham

Solihull
Coventry
Wotverharrpton
Walsall
Sandw ell
Dudley
Staffordshire
Warw ickshire
Worcestershire

Jou'rer.’ Sy11' and Masten Environmental

8. The following tabic provides a brief overview of the key resource capacity identified within
each upper tier authority.

Table 2: Resource assessment results and capacity by upper tier authority

Local authority Resource assessment results Capacity (MW)

Herefordshire Substantial resource from large scale wind and
biomass, particularly energy crops

8.951

Telford 4 Wrekin Potential capacity largely comprised of onshore wind
and microgeneration

1,270

Shropshire Largest capacity for onshore wind, plus substantial
biomass specifically energy crops and hydropower

10,844

Stoke on Trent Relatively low capacity largely comprised of
microgeneration

594

Birmingham Substantial capacity from microgeneration and largest
capacity for energy from waste

2,210

Solihull Relatively low capacity largely comprised of
microgeneration

672

1 This total excludes Managed Woodland (Electricity), Energy Crops (Electricity) and Waste Wood (Heat) as the
production of electricity and heat arc mutually exclusive for these technologies.
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1 Local authority Resource assessment results Capacity (MW)

Coventry Relatively low capacity largely comprised of
microgeneration

631

Wolverhampton Relatively low capacity largely comprised of
miercgeneratlon

626

Walsall Relatively low capacity largely comprised of
micrageneretion

613

Sandwell Relatively lew capacity largely pomptiseti of
microgeneration

626

Dudley Relatively low capacity' largely comprised of
mkrogenoratlcn

781

Staffordshire Large wind capacity, plus microgeneration and
biomass, specifically energy crops, amt the only area
with the potential for co-firing tWBMW) due to (he
existence o< Rugale y Power Station

9,400

Warwickshire Large wire capacity plus microgenotation and
biomass, specifically energy crops

9.086

Worcestershire Large wind capacity plus mscrogeaeration and
biomass, specifically energy crops and the largest
hydropower capacity

7,317

c EmjrtNirncrrfa/

9. In addition to the key sources included within the resource assessment (onshore large and
small scale wind, biomass, hydropower and microgeneration), initial assessments were
undertaken with regard to the potential that could be achieved from solar farms and solar
infrastructure (i.e. solar panels alongside motorways). These were undertaken more for
contextual purposes and therefore have not produced definitive results that could contribute to
the overall identified potential capacity.

10. The initial assessment of low7 carbon energy potential, that is, Combined Heat and Power or
I ri-genera lion (to include cooling) and district heating schemes, is important as this could
provide a substantial opportunity for community-run schemes. Unlike most of the renewable
energy categories which are assessed on the basis of the supply side (resource availability),
low carbon opportunities are a function of available heal demand. The low carbon energy
potential has been derived from a new strategic heat map for the West Midlands specifically
created for this study. The results of this initial assessment are provided in Table 3.

Table 3: Current low carbon energy potential by upper tier authority

Local authority Domestic
Demand
GWh/yr

Commcrci
si Demand

GWTyr

Above
3000

kw/kmf
only with
Combined

Cemand
(GWhlyr)

Additional
demand In

the area
(GWhM

Total
Demand
fGWhfyr)

% of Total
Demand

Herefordshire 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telford & Wrekin 0 0 315 0 315 2

Shropshire 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stoke on Trent 73 248 632 155 1,128 7
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50IF and Moslem Enviruntnwlal {Figures miitv not total due fu rounding)

Local authority Domestic
Demand
GWh/yr

Commercl
al Demand

GWhlyr

Abdve
5998

kw/km}
only with

Combined
Demand
(GWWyr)

Additional
demand in

the area
(GWhlyr)

Total
Demand
(GWhfyr)

% of Total
Demand

Birmingham 1,689 1.52$ 2464 637 6,254 40

Solihull 55 0 3B3 2 440 3

Coventry 44$ 287 441 141 1,315 9

Wolverhampton 161 127 669 $3 1,052 7

Walsail 66 205 363 68 707 5

Sandwell 227 227 1.173 69 1,6$$ 11

Dudley lit 0 866 31 1,006 7

STAFFORDSHIRE
TOTAL 90 277 493 109 969 6

WARWICKSHIRE
TOTAL 75 C 365 21 461 3

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL 0 0 226 0 226 1

WEST MIDLANDS
TOTAL 2,992 2,896 8,366 1,396 15,559 100

1 I h can be seen that the theoretical potential for low carbon energy technologies in the West
Midlands is I5^^?ijWh/yr (l.SGW). with the more densely built environment of
Birmingham accounting for over 40% of this. It is worth noting that this reflects a theoretical
potential for low carbon energy development. The amount that could be harnessed in reality
would be dependent on a more detailed assessment of the candidate sites With economic and
engineering surveys carried out to evaluate individual site suitability. An initial assessment of
waste heat has also been undertaken,

12. Finally, the study also undertook a review of current electricity and gas infrastructure
constraints and grid connection and access issues. This review identifies the key providers
and current issues with regards to connection and access, the key one being that proximity to
the grid is highest within urban areas (which are also where extensions and capacity
improvements arc planned), whilst the largest renewable energy resource is within the rural
areas.

13. The data assembled within this study provides an extensive evidence base for local policy
making and action. The primary conclusions arising from the project are that:

• There is a very large potential accessible onshore renewable energy resource in
the. West Midlands region (54.2GW) although further work is required to
identify the proportion of this potential that would be considered viable. Il is
important that this is recognised as potential not deployable capacity'.
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• Because the total potential capacity is so large. Local Authorities (LAs) can play to
their own strengths with regards to maximising the use of the resource available Io
them. There are many different routes through which local contributions to the
202(1 target of 15% energy7 from renewables can be reached providing a
significant degree of flexibility.

Related to the above, whilst commercial scale onshore wind and miccogeneration
provide the most abundant resource (93% of the potential capacity identified} and
deployment of only a small proportion of this resource would substantially increase
the region's current level of renewable energy generation, the deployment of large
biomass developments could also make a large proportional contribution to the
absolute amount deployed in 2030,

• The West Midlands has a theoretical capacity potential of approximately 2GW
for low carbon sources - Combined Heat and Power or tri-generation (to include
cooling) and district beating schemes. This warrants further and more detailed
consideration particularly for the conurbation of Birmingham which accounts for
40% of the identified potential.

* Those areas with must potential (particularly for wind) arc in the more rural
areas which are at the greatest distance from grid connections. With future plans
to upgrade and improve grid connedions and capacity being mainly within urban
areas, capitalising upon this potential resource is likely to prove challenging.

14. This study provides an extensive and comprehensive evidence base for local authorities and
regional stakeholders. However, it represents the completion of the first stage in terms of
identifying theoretical potential and now needs further consideration io translate into
realisable deployment potential. The study's key recommendations are set out below:

I) As detailed above, this assessment of renewable energy resource potential has been
developed through identifying the naturally occurring resource and applying some
high level constraints in accordance with the national methodology, if does not
represent the potential that could, should or is likely to be deployed, ft is essential
that the report’s findings are disseminated and promoted as such. Any
misinterpretation of this overarching message may be to the detriment of future
renewable energy deployment within the West Midlands.

2) The study has disaggregated results to the level of individual LAs supported by
individual resource assessment datasheets (available from www. (d ford.gov.uk).
These individual assessment results provide a starting point from which LAs should
undertake further work to better understand the opportunities and challenges that
need to be addressed to maximise renewable energy deployment within their areas.
This work could consist of the following:

> Identification of deployment constraints and how they apply locally.
These should be filtered to focus on the constraints that arc likely to have a
material impact on the potential dcployrrjfcnt of the theoretical opportunity.
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These are likely to include economic viability,, supply chain, transmission
constraints, and planning constraints.

> Developmen I of deployment scenarios to 2030 building in the above
constraints to develop a range of quantified trajectories supported by
qualitative narratives - these can include cautious and stretch targets as a
percentage of future projected electricity demand,

> Further work with local communities to promote renewable energy
schemes, supported by the increased focus on localism and financial support
available to promote such initiatives.

3) LAs should use the accompanying planning guide to ensure that their planning
policy guidance promotes renewable energy within identified constraints and that
this is well understood by planning officers, developers and local communities.
Monitoring of (he deployment of renewable energy should be taken seriously to
understand how well LAs are progressing against any internal targets set. As national
energy and planning policy are both in a state of considerable flux, it is essential that
all stakeholders keep abreast of developing policy and legislation to ensure that (hey
are acknowledging and maximising all opportunities to maximise renewable energy
deployment.

4) Related to the above, (he Low Carbon Economy Programme will work closely with
LAs and other stakeholders to maximise capacity, knowledge and skills within
planning and other renewable energy practitioners. As this is still a relatively 'new’
area, LAs within the West Midlands should work closely together to maximise good
practice sharing and learning. Several LA groupings are working together on joint
core strategies and this evidence base provides them with the opportunity to develop
joint policies and maximise leant i ng through economics of scale,
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1: Introduction

Background to the study
1. 1 SQW, working with Maslen Environmental and CO2Sensc, was commissioned by Telford

and Wrekin Council, on behalf of the West Midlands’ Local Authorities (LAs) and regional
stakeholders, in December 2010 lo undertake a full resource assessment for onshore
renewable and low carbon energy capacity for the West Midlands. The study was undertaken
to achieve consistency with the 2010 national renewable capacity methodology produced for
the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and the Department of Comin unilies
and Local Government (DCLG) by SQW (hereafter referred to as 'the DECC methodology’Ji

1,2 The study was overseen by a Steering Group consisting of representatives from Telford &
Wrekin Council, Advantage West Midlands, Cannock Chase Council (on behalf of the
Staffordshire Steering Group), DECC, Energy Saving Trust, Environment Agency.
Government Office West Midlands, Solihull Council, Sustainability West Midlands, West
Midlands Councils and Worcestershire County Council. Other stakeholders contributed to
the project via a workshop on 24 January' 2011 to discuss initial findings with regards the
resource assessment results as well as via consultations conducted by the project team during
the resource assessments (further details of the workshop programme arc provided in Annex
D).

1 ,3 This report is supported by four further outputs (all of which can he accessed from
www.tdford.gtn.ukk

* 30 individual LA focused resource assessments analysing the study’s results at a
more local level

• GIS data and maps for each LA demonstrating the analysis undertaken as part of the
study

• A planning guide to help Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) facilitate the increased
deployment of renewable energy technologies across the West Midlands

• Middle Severn hydropower study.

1 .4 The West Midlands is committed to becoming alow carbon economy. In order to increase its
contribution towards meeting 15% of the UK’s energy needs from renewables by 2020 (as
required by the UK Renewable Energy Strategy, 2009), the need for a consistent evidence
base across its LAs was recognised. The specification for this study identified (he evidence
base as being essential to developing a targeted framework for planning and delivering
renewable energy installations to support low carbon economic growth and the creation of
sustainable communities,

1 .5 For this study, energy capacity is assessed at 2030, The rationale for this date is that it aligns
well with providing an evidence base for local planning horizons and also provides sufficient
time lo allow for infrastructure to be put hi place in order lo realise the deployable capacity.
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The DECG methodology does not specify a timeline fur resource assessments although for
some technologies it does offer methods focusing on assessments to 2020. Other regional
studies are known to use 2020 or 2030 as the assessment horizon. For some technologies,
such as wind, future capacity will not necessarily increase talthough load factors will
improve). However, others which are more related to consumption and developmem, such as
waste and midegeneration associated with buildings, may change relatively significantly and
this can be factored in based on existing projections, for example as a result of housing
growth and development.

i .6 The Steering Group also requested that assessments are provided for 2050 where there is a
significant foreseeable change from 2030. Whilst the projections are less robust due lo the
potential for technological development and the reliance on less clear assumptions around
household growth and development, these have been provided on a straight line trajectory
basis for those technologies where there is evidence to suggest that (he resource capacity will
continue to increase or decrease from 2030 to 2050, See Annex E for further details.

1.7 The renewable energy resource assessment at the regional level is supported by 30 separate
resource asscssmenis (one for each LA) which can be accessed from www.m ] ford, gov.uk.
The resource assessment is also supported by a review of the West Midlands electricity
distribution network capacity. The network capacity review provides an understanding of the
areas of the electricity distribution net wo i k that do have the capacity and those which do not
have the capacity to connect and accommodate electricity generated from renewable energy
sources is a key requirement to facilitate deployment. This is contained in Chapter 4.

1.8 The project is linked to (he West Midlands Local Authority Low Carbon Economy
Programme, which is managed by Sustainability West Midlands on behalf of Improvement
and Efficiency West Midlands and funded from the Climate Change Skills Fund. The
Programme runs until December 2011 and supports LAs to implement current and
forthcoming government policies on energy and climate adaptation, with a particular focus on
the planning system. Its overarching aims arc tot

* Help the leadership of LAs and local strategic partnerships realise the benefits to be
gained from carbon and cost reduction, climate adaptation and green job creation
through agreed plans, policies and aciions.

• Facilitate the delivery of increased renewable energy supply and climate adaptation
through the activities of LA planning processes,

• Allow LA planning and other key departments to engage more effectively with
communities to help support or bring forward more energy saving and renewable
energy schemes,

L9 in order to support these aims, the project specification included the requirement to produce
energy planning support guidance to assist LAs in their consideration of planning decisions
on the use and localion of low carbon and renewable energy technologies. The planning
guidance is the subject of a separate report which cross-rcfers lo the resource assessment
results.
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1.10 Finally, the project specification included the requirement for a more detailed hydropower
resource assessment involving an analysis of the hydropower potential and constraints along
the middle Severn from Shrewsbury to Worcester, which has been funded by the
Environment Agency. This, again, is the subject of a separate report, but the resource
assessment in this document includes a broader assessment of hydropower potential capacity.

Current renewable generation capacity and total energy demand
I. H Current renewable energy generation within the West Midlands stands at 188.5MW2

(sufficient to satisfy total energy demand for around 80,000 households) which is comprised
of contributions from various technologies as detailed below (please note figures for solar
photovoltaics and micro wind are only provided at the national level - 26.5MW and 20.4MW
respectively).

Table t-T West Midlands Renewable Energy Generation, 2009

Source: DECC, 2009

Hydropower Wind A wave Landfill gas Sewage gas Other biofuels TOTAL

IK3ila IBMIBM
1.12 Clearly Table 1-1 indicates that the West Midlands is starting from a low base in terms of

realising its renewable energy potential. However, it must also be understood that this study
provides an assessment of potential net Heployabk renewable energy potential. Whilst the
DECT methodology requires that some headline constraints are built into the assessment
(such as minimum wind speeds for onshore wind, proportion of properties suitable for
microgencration etc), it docs nut take into account more detailed economic, environmental
and social constraints which are likely to reduce this capacity considerably. Also, it does not
lake into account load factors. Once these are taken into account the potential contribution of
renewable sun rues is reduced to a greater degree than for conventional sources. For example,
for onshore wind, due to varying wind speeds atid other factors, it is widely accepted that only
27% of potential wind capacity will convert into electricity generated,

1.13 At the stakeholder workshop on 24 January 2011 at the Environment Agency in Solihull, it
was requested that the report should identify energy demand. The purpose of (his is to
compare the identified renewable energy capacity with energy demand to understand what
proportion of potential capacity would need to be deployed to meet the UK Renewable
Energy Strategy target. The most recent electricity consumption statistics available for the
West Midlands i. DECC, 2009) show a total figure of 24,624 GWh (equivalent lo 2,8 GW
capacity). Thii is well below the overall identified potential renewable electricity capacity-
identified for the West Midlands at 2030. However, il is important to note that:

energy' demand has not been projected forward to 2030/2050 further analysis would
be required in order to do so

potential energy demand does not take account of detailed deployment factors such as
economic viability. supply chain and planning constraints

- hupb /reslatjjdecc gov iik',cmi'las5ctsAlpl0ads/RiKulljCjW91,,RBgipa^-.2DlWRegiQrwl-:sprt^shei^ sis
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• the actual energy generation from the potential renewable energy capacity would be
affected by reduced load factors of some renewable sources.

Structure of the report
1.14 The remainder of the report is comprised of the following chapters:

* Chapter 2 explains the methodology and summarises the work undertaken at the
Scoping Stage to tailor tire assumptions of the DECC methodology to the regional
and local characteristics of the West Midlands where required

* Chapter 3 provides the resource assessment results

• Chapter 4 details the outcome of the West Midlands electricity distribution network
capacity assessment

• Chapter 5 sets out our conclusions and recommendations.

1.15 In addition there arc seven annexes in a supporting document covering:

• review of local studies

• underlying assumptions

* references

• stakeholder workshops

• projections to 2050

* energy crops low scenario

• distribution network gr id review annexes.
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2: Methodology

2.2

Methodology for the accessible renewable energy resource
assessment
Figure 2-! sets out the key stages which the DECC methodology identifies are required to
develop a comprehensive evidence base for regional renewable energy potential. The DECC
methodology provides guidance on how tn undertake the Stages 1 to 4 of this process. The
methodology dues not cover stages 5 to 7, which ultimately lead to target-set ting. I his study
is fundamentally concerned with stages I to 4,

Figure 2-1: Stages for developing a comprehensive evidence base for renewable energy potential

1. Naturally available
resource

2. Technically accessible
resource

3. Physical environment
constraints of high priority

4. Planning and regulatory
constraints

5. Economically viable
potential

6. Deployment constraints
(supply chain)

7. Regional ambition -
target-setting

Source: DECC. Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Capacity bferhodoiogi Methodology for the English Regions, 2010

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the DECC assessment process which the regions arc
required to undertake through the stages (I and 2) of identify1!ng the opportunity for
harnessing renewable energy resources on the basis of what is naturally available within the
context of the limitations of existing technology solutions and then addressing the constraints
(stages 3 and 4) to the deployment of technologies in relation to the physical environment and
planning regulatory limitations, tn order to identify a more realistic measure of capacity and
potential.
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Source SOH''

Table 2-1: DECC Methodology

Mair element Stage and description

Opportunity analysis

Stage 1. Naturally available resource Regons need to explore and quantify the naturally
avertable renewable energy resource within their
geographical boundary. This will be based on data and
Infoimaiion analysis Including resource maps and
inventories.

Stage 2: Technically accessible resource Regions need to estimate how much of the natural
resource can be harnessed using commercialised
technology (currently available or expected to reach the
market by 2030).

Constraints analysis

Stags 3; Physical environment constraints Regions need to explore the physical barriers on
deployment such as areas where renewables schemes
cannot practically be built -eg large scale wind
turbines on roads and rivers ere. This layer of constrainis
will reduce the overall deployment opportunity. The
analysis will be based on G1S maps and various relevant
regional inventories.

Stage A. Planning and regulator/ constraints Regions need to apply a sat of cooslramts relevant lo
each renewable technology that reflects the current
planning and regulatory framework, such as excluding
from the assessment areas and resources which cannot
be developed due to e.g. health and safety, air.1waler
quality, environmental protection etc.

2.3 For both the. opportunity and constraints analyses, the methodology sets out a list of
parameters and key data sources which must be used. However, there are problems adhering
to the guidance set out in thfe DECC methodology for some of the technology assessments, as
the data sources suggested within the guidance are no longer available in practice, or have
been superseded by new and/or improved data. It is also important to note that the DECC
methodology was designed to identify the potential for renewable energy at a regional level as
opposed to at a local authority level, therefore, some of the data sources and assumptions
proposed within the DECC methodology have had to be amended/refmed to take account of
the requirements of this study and the need to disaggregate the results down to the local level.

2.4 A detailed review has been undertaken of the requirements of the DECC methodology (that
is, the proposed assumptions for undertaking the assessment of potential for each of the
renewable energy technologies). This has been informed by a review of the wealth of research
undertaken in the West Midlands at the regional, sub-regional and local scales concemisg
renewable and low carbon energy development. Annex A (of the supporting Annex
document) provides a review of these studies and assesses the extent to which they are
consistent (or otherwise} with the proposed assessment methodology. Annex B then provides
the revised assumptions adopted in this study and explains where and why these differ from
Ute DECC methodology.
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The accessible renewable energy resource
2.5 The assessment of potential accessible resource broadly represents the opportunity for

harnessing the renewable energy resource on the basis of what is naturally available and
accessible. Some natural resources, for example solar and wind, are available in abundant
supply. In these cases the analysis focuses on what the available technology can capture and
convert into useful energy,

2.6 The resource and technological scope for the derailed assessment focuses on land-based
renewable categories only, as offshore sources arc not relevant to rhe West Midlands due to
its geography. The technologies include commercial scale renewables and microgeneration
(on-site and building integrated renewables).

2,7 Table 2-2 provides the full list of rhe renewable energy categories and sub-eaicgories covered
by the DECC methodology. These are largely consistent with the categories that have been
used in previous energy assessments al the sub-national scale although few studies include
precisely the same categories.

2,8 The DECC methodology applied in this project is not an exhaustive approach to renewable
resource calculation. Instead it seeks to develop a broad assessment of renewable energy
resources at the sub-national scale using the same process of calculation as other regions,
hence allowing a like-for-likc comparison across all the regions of England. As such, some of
the assumptions made are broad and further detailed work has been required to determine
specific characteristics of resources and/or technologies in this project. Full details of the
assumptions made and alternative data sources used to address data gaps can be found in
Annex B.

Table 2-2: Renewable categories covered by the study

Category Sub-category level 1 Sub-category level 2
Wind Wind - commercial scale

Wmrf - small scale

Biomass Plant biomass Managed woodland

Energy emes

Wasta wood

Agricultural adsings (straw)

Animal biomass (via Energy from
Waste}

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)

Commercial & Industrial Waste (CM)

Wet organic waste

Poultry litter

Biogas (Energy from Waste)

Co-tiring of biomass (with a fossil
fuel)

Landfill gas

Sewage gas

SQW"
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Source: SOU'

Category Sub-category level 1 Sub-category level 2

Hydropower Small scale hydropower

Microgeneration Solar

Heat pumps

Solar Photovoltaics (PV)

Solar Water Heating (5WH)

Ground Source Heal Pump (GSHP)3

Air Source Heat Pump(ASHP),‘

' This category covers horizontal trench and vertical borehole systems across the closed loop and open loop types
(open loop GSHP uses ground water from an aquifer)
4 Only those systems that achieve a coefficient of performance (COP) in line with the Renewables Directive
(European Parliament and Council, 2009)
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3: Potential accessible renewable resource

Introduction
3.1 As outlined tn Chapter ], developing the regional evidence base for the West Midlands has

involved a sequential process. In this chapter, we cover the results of the potential accessible
renewable energy resource, stages 1 to 4 as defined in the national methodology.

3.2 Table 3-1 lists the potential accessible resource for each technology that has been assessed for
the West Midlands region.

Table 3-1: Potential accessible renewable energy resource in the West Midlands by technology (at
2030) in MW

Technology group MW by techoology
group

Sub Category
Level 1

Sub Category
Level 2

MW by sub
category

Wmd (onshore) 3S.361 Wind - commercial
scale

Wind - small scale

Wind " commercial
scale

Wind- small scale

36.727

1.634

3iomass 1.204 Plan! biomass

Animal biomass (via
Energy from Waste)

Municipal Scltd
Waste (MSW)

Commercial &
Industrial Waste
(C&IW)

Biogas

Co-firing of biomass
{with s fossil fuel)

Managed woodland
(electricity)

Managed woodland
(heat)

Energy crops
(electricity)

Energy crops (heal)

Waste wood
(electricity)

Waste wood (heat)

Agricultural arisings

Wet organic waste

Poultry litter

Municipal Solid
Waste (MSW)

Commercial &
Industrial Waste
(CilW)

Landfill gas

Sewage gas

Co-finng of biomass
(with a fossil fuel)

31

36

229

1,321

37

32

51

165

18

2D9

145

11

34

106

Hydropowor 72 Smail scale Small scale 72
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Source SQH' and, Masten Environmental t figures mcr,' not total due ro rounding/

TEchriology group MW by technology
group

Sub Category
Level 1

Sub Category
level 2

MW by sub-
category

hydropower hydropower

Mjcroyent;ration 14,171 Solar Solar Photovoltaics
05

1r37S

Saar Water Heating
(SWH)

1,153

Heat pumps Ground Source Heal
Pump (GSHP)

2.215

Air Source Heat
Pump (ASHP)

8,859

TOTAL 54,171 54,171s

3.3 The above table shows that the total potential accessible renewable energy resource in the
West Midlands is 54.2GW. The overwhelming majority of the resource is comprised of wind
(71%) fallowed by microgeneratkm (25%) with biomass and hydropower contributing much
more modest proportions (3% biomass and less than 1% hydropower}.

3.4

3.5

West Midlands Accessible Resource Results-by local authority
Figure 3-1 illustrates how the share of the potential accessible renewable energy (electrical
and heat) is distributed across the 14 upper tier authorities.

Figure 3-1 Regional renewable resource assessment by upper tier authority

Herefordshire
Telford end Wrekin
Shropshire

n Stoke-on Trent
Birmngham
Solihull
Coventry

Wolverhampton
Walsall
Sandw el'

C Dudley
Staffordshire

Warw ickshiro
' Worcestershire

Scurry Masten Environmental

Based on the potential accessible renewable energy resource, Shropshire district has the
greatest potential with 21% of the total, largely due to its extensive wind resource.
Staffordshire, Warwickshire and Herefordshire all have the potential for significant renewable
energy generation, largely from wind.

This total excludes Managed Woodland (Electricity) , Energy Crops (Electricity) and Waste Wood (Heat) as the
production ofenergy and heat are mutually exclusive for these technologies.
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3.6 Table 3-2, Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 detail the potential accessible resource for each of the
local authorities of the West Midlands in more detail (by technology) and Figure 3-1 displays
the geographic split (in MW capacity I of the total capacity from Table 3-1 .

Table 3-2: Accessible energy resource for onshore wind, hydropower and microgeneration by local
authority (at 2030)

Local authority ONSHORE WIND HYDRO¬
POWER

MiCROGENERATION

Large
scale

(MW)

Small
scale

(MW)

Hydra¬
power
(MW)

Solar
Photo-
votlaks
(MW)

Solar
Water
Heating
(MW)

Ground
source
Heat
Pumps

(MW)

Air
Source
Heat
Pumps
(MW)

Herefordshire 237 15 67 53 97 386

Telford & Wrekin 799 52 2 39 31 61 243

Shropshire 8.90S 358 12 116 99 170 581

Stoke on Trent 3 0 o.t 55 46 93 37C

Birmingham 52 0 1 194 169 339 1.355

Solihull 214 0 0.1 41 36 72 286

Coventry 6 0 0 69 52 107 429

Wolverhampton 9 9 0 51 43 102 499

Walsall 59 9 0 53 44 87 349

Sandwell 25 9 0.1 64 51 93 371

Dudley 13 0 0.1 80 79 119 475

Cannock Chase 4G 0 a 22 16 40 160

East Siaffordshire 1,209 45 2 32 25 4B 191

Lichfield i,i4a 45 0.4 26 21 42 167

Newca$Ue-under-Lyme 540 27 0.1 26 24 46 184

South Staffordshire 497 0.0 0 3 27 22 42 179

Stafford 1,901 40 2 40 34 59 237

Staffordshire
Moorlands 1,208 52 3 29 22

42 170

Tamworth 23 0 O.t 15 12 25 102

STAFFORDSHIRE 6,555 299 8 219 179 345 1,381

North Warwickshire 915 66 1 20 16 28 114

Nuneaton & Bedworth 95 0 0 66 67 89 355

Rugby 1.336 60 0.3 26 22 41 163

Stratford-on-Avon 3,547 211 4 44 35 65 259

Warwick 776 48 1 34 29 56 225
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Soan SQW and Mo.den UnwoHHti’ntol (Figure! may not total due to roundtng}

WARWFCKSHIRE 6,669 364 fl 190 160 279 1,116

Bromagrcve E72 10a 0.0 25 19 39 156

Malvern 2.036 115 9 26 23 42 166

Redditch 110 0.0 0.1 1« 14 31 125

Worcester 0.1 0.0 5 20 17 3B 150

Wychavon 2,259 148 fl 35 30 60 241

Wyre Forest 546 23 3 24 19 41 164

WORCESTERSHIRE 5,623 393 27 149 123 251 1.005

Electricity (MW) 36,727 1.634 72 1.370

Heat {MW} 1,153 2,215 0.059

Total (MW) 36,727 1,634 72 1.37& 1.153 2,215 8,659
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Table 3-3: Accessible energy resource for biomass by local authority (at 2030) in MW
Local Authority

ra o o E £ S " oUi £ g £ L S? a> “ "a s? 8 5g 5 I 1
Ise 1st lie II is si <111 <111| s s 1 si

£

Herefordshlro

Telford & Wrekin

Shropshire

Stoke on Trent

Birmingham

Solihull

Coventry

Wolverhampton

Walsall

Sandweli

Dudley

Cannock Chase

East Staffordshire

Lichfield

6 7 42 241 1 1 9 26 12 7 4 0 0

0.2 0,2 4 24 1 1 2 2 1 7 5 0.3 0.5

9 11 70 405 2 1 12 54 4 13 6 0.4 1

0.1 0.1 0.1 1 2 1 0,0 1 0 10 6 0 3

0.2 0,2 1 6 8 7 0.2 1 0 42 27 0 16

0.1 0.1 1 6 2 1 1 1 0 8 5 0 0,4

0.1 0.1 1 3 2 2 0.1 0.4 0 13 9 0 0

0.0 0.1 0.2 1 2 1 0.0 0.1 0 11 6 0 1

0.1 0.1 0.2 1 2 1 0.1 0.3 0 10 7 0.4 0

0.1 0.1 0.2 1 2 2 0.0 0.3 0 11 9 0-4 0

0.1 0.1 0,2 1 2 2 0.0 0.2 0 12 8 1 0

0.2 0.2 1 0.6 0,1 0.2 0 3 2 2 0

11 1 1 1 9 D.2 4 4 0 1

1 1 1 1 2 3 0 4 3 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

106

0

0

6 Municipal Solid Waste
' Commercial and Industrial Waste
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Local Authority _ _ — y
la Q O & c m rty *q

11 IL 1 L hi i|h * I i 0fl® III. lit H h 0 ill $114 s 8 J I U
Newcastle 'Linder-Lyme

South Staffordshire

Stafford

Staffordshire Moorlands

Tamworth

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL

Nonh Warwickshire

Nuneaton $ Bedworth

Rugby

Stratford-on-Avon

Warwick

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL

Bremsgrove

Malvern

Reddltch

Worcester

11 1 1 0.2 5 0 4 3 0 0 0

1-0 1.2 0-5 0,4 2 4 0.4 4 2 0 2 0

2 2 11 2 15 0 4 4 0.3 1 0

1 2 0.5 0.4 0.1 14 0.1 3 2 0 1 0

0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0,1 0.2 D 2 2 0.3 D 0

7 8 45 259 5 4 7 50 1 29 21 2 4 IDG

0.4 0.5 1 1 2 2 0 3 2 2 0.3 0

0.1 0.1 1 1 0.3 0.4 0 5 2 0,5 0 0

1 1 1 1 2 4 0.1 4 2 1 0.3 0

12 117 6 143010

0.4 0.5 1 1 2 1 0 4 4 1 3 0

3 3 34 194 4 3 13 14 1 19 14 4 5 0

11 1 0.5 0,5 3 0 3 2 0.2 0 D

2 2 0.4 0.3 2 5 0.4 2 2 0-1 0 0

0.2 0.2 11 0.1 0.4 0 2 3 0 0 0

0.1 0.1 1 1 0.0 0.1 0 3 4 Q10
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Local Authority

s g g 1 i a a *I™ is > 3 * a- - st- - s « ssS' =6 ®B « ? « » B 3 - ~ ? °a t r - a ft “ 2c o £ fen- J a w g « '= 'S E — - 3 E2 S £□ 5 ° t c 2 lu =2 5 uj r ° S e w »8 S £ c a
S S — 3 S — m u — UJ 5 Si < rai iiS < jj 5:= E O _i tn u ja

Wychavon

Wyre Forest

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL

Electricity (MW)

Heat (MW)

Total (MW)

2 2 1 1 4 5 043100

1 1 1 0.4 0.4 1 0 3 2 0 1 0

5 6 31 178 4 3 7 15 0,4 17 16 2 2 0

31 229 37 51 165 18 209 145 11 34 106

36 1,321 32

31 36 229 1,321 37 32 51 165 18 209 145 11 34 106

Source 5QW and Masten Environmental (Figures may not total due to rounding)
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3.7 Taking the totals from each table provides the following overall total of accessible energy
resource within each local authority and county, which is also shown as a proportion of die
regional total.

Table 3-4: Total amounts of accessible renewable energy resource by local authority (MW)

Local authority Electricity (MW) Heat (MW) Total (MW) Percentage of
regional total

Herefordshire 8,213 787 8,951 17

Telford A Wrekin 915 360 1,270 2

Shropshire 9.566 1,359 10,844 20

Stoke on Trent 85 511 594 1

Birmingham 343 1,875 2,210 4

Solihull 274 401 672 1

Coventry 91 592 681 1

Wolverhampton 71 557 626 1

Walsall 132 483 613 1

Sandwell 112 518 628 1

Dudley 116 666 781 1

Cannock Chase 176 219 395 0.7

East Staffordshire 1,309 266 1,573 3

Lichfield 1,443 231 1,674 3

Newcastle-under-Lyme 608 255 862 2

South Staffordshire 540 237 775 1

Stafford 2,011 333 2,342 4

Staffordshire Moorlands 1,314 237 1,549 3

Tamworth 09 140 184 0

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 7,234 2,177 9,400 17

North Warwickshire 1.014 159 1.173 2

Nuneaton & Bedworth 170 511 681 1

Rugby 1,437 227 1,662 3

Stratford-on-Avon 3.830 360 4,188 6

Warwick 909 312 1,187 2

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 7,327 1.764 9,085 17

Bromsgrove 815 216 1,030 2

Malvern 2.199 235 2,432 4

Redditch 135 171 305 1
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Source: SQw and Masten Envinonfneniai (Figures mui nor rofcd due re rounding/

Local authority Electricity (MW) Heat (MW) Total (MW) Percentage of
regional total

Worcester 34 206 239 0

Wychavon £.471 334 2.BD2 5

Wyre Forest 636 226 830 2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 6.4S9 1,566 7,817 14

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 40,847 13,616 54,171 100

3.8 The following sections provide further detail on the technology resource analysis including
regional and local authority results, maps, commentaiy and key assumptions. Each
technology is analysed in terms of:

• definition and scope (for broad technology categories)

• main assumptions (with further detail provided in Annex B)

* results - al! of which relate to a forecast of the potential accessible resource for
renewable energy production in 2030

• capacity to 2030 and 2050 explaining how the capacity has been projected forward
(with additional results concerning 2050 projections contained in Annex G for those
technologies where the capacity is likely to change)

• conclusion.
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Technology by technology assessment

Commercial scale wind

3.9

DEFINITION AND SCOPE

The natural energy of the wind can be harnessed to drive a
generator mat produces electricity.

Comrnerelal scale wind refers Inon-shore wind Ferm
devtuopmarils for commercial energy generation and
supply. The majority of ihese developments am connected
to the national grid, however private-wire schemes are also
an option and some already exisl. Configurations of groups
of wind turbines or Individual turbines are usad.
Assessing the resource potential and the deployment
opportunities relates primarily to the wind speeds available
within the region and the ability of current technology to
harness this resource In terms of turbine design (size,
efficiency) and installation requirements.

Stwrw; DECC.TWO

The UK has significant scope for wind energy generation*. A modem 2.5MW turbine al a
suitable site will generate in the region of 6.5GWh of electricity each year, which, using the
UK average household consumption figures, would generate enough electricity to power over
1.400 homes. The Committee on Climate Change’s 2008 report on 'Building a Low Carbon
Economy7 advised that on and offshore wind together could deliver 30% of the UK's
electricity by 2020.

Main Assumptions

3. 10 The assessment identified areas which might provide potential opportunities for commercial
wind farm developmenl which were not subject to high level constraints. The assessment
process followed the DECC methodology to identify high level constraints which are
presented in Annex A and discussed below. Within the identified area, it is assumed that
9MW of capacity per km" can be installed. LIsing a density allows for micro-siting
constraints, such as isolated dwellings, to be indirectly accounted for.

3. 1 1 The first part of this assessment identified areas with sufficient wind (i.c. areas with average
wind speeds above 5 m/s al 45m above ground level (agi), however al the stakeholder
engagement meeting on the 24 January 2011 it was highlighted by a number of commercial
wind energy developers that they only consider sites with a wind speed above Gm/s at 45in

agl. Under this definition, only small areas in the West Midlands, especially within the deeper
valleys in Herefordshire and Shropshire, had insufficient wind for commercial wind farm
development.

3.12 High level constraints for commercial wind farm development falls into five main categories:

* urban areas and communication links (subject to buffers)

* landscape designations - National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONBs)

K Source: Renewables UK
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• nature designation SSSI (Sites of Special Scientific Interest), SPAs (Special
Protection Areas), SACs (Special Areas of Conservation). RAMSARs and NNR
(National Nature Reserves)

• heritage designations (listed buildings, parks and gardens, etc) and

• aviation and military constraints.

3,13 Below is a detailed discussion on how some of the constraints were applied.

Landscape constraints

3.14 A conservative approach was used within the assessment in assuming that due to their
landscape value, all AONB and the Peak District National Park are not available fur wind
fann development. This assumption has been discussed with Natural England and is in line
with Peak District National Park Authority guidance9 and the 2008 West Midlands Wind
Resource Study However, commercial wind development is not always ruled out from
AONBs (for example, their potential is included within the Staffordshire Renewable Energy
Capacity Study") and so assessing suitability for commercial wind development in AONBs in
the region should be subject to further assessment. This assessment could include landscape
capacity studies.

3.15 No buffer zones have been placed around landscape designations, as this is in line with
PPS221" . However it should be noted that the development of commercial wind farms near
or "in the setting of landscape designations could have detrimental effects on the landscape
value of that area and as such will require considerable consideration within a planning
application for a large scale wind energy development.

Military Constraints

3.16 As a requirement of the DECC methodology, the Ministry of Defence (MOD) was consulted
regarding MOD constraints, however in the timescale available for the study, we did not
receive a direct response: only very high level information was available. This means that
further MOD constraints are likely to have the effect of reducing the potentially available land
and are important to discuss further with the MOD when undertaking more detailed analysis.

Nature Designations

3.17 All international and national nature conservation designations were excluded as land
available for commercial wind development,

" Peak Distnci National Park Authority, Supplementary Planning Guidance, Energy: Renewables and
Conservation Chapter 3 para 3.t
111 Hakrow (April 2008), Update of Wind Resources Study for The West Midlands Region
1 1 http;//www,statTsrnoorinnd5.gov,uk/site/scripts/download_infb.php?downlDadED=1757
L Communities and Local Government. Planning Policy Simemem 22, Renewable Energy, para 14
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3;18 hi consultation with RSPB, it was deemed that no further constraints were required with
respect to bird sensitivity across (lit: region, due to the relatively low density of bird sensitive
areas (as defined by RSPB bird sensitivity mapping1

3.19 it can be seen from Table 3-5 that the absolute maximum technical potential for the West
Midlands region is 36,727MW. Commercial wind therefore accounts for over 68% of the
total accessible potential renewable resource and will be critical Io the overall onshore
renewables mix.

Table 3-5: Potential Accessible Commercial Wind Resource by local authority

Local euthority Area (kmZ) Electricity (MW
Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Herefordshire ass 7JB6 21

Telford 4 Wrekin 89 799 2

Shropshire 5.906 24

Stoke on Trent i a 0

Birmingham 6 52 0.1

Solihull 24 214 1

Coventry 1 6 0

Wolverhampton 0.Q 0 0

Walsall 7 59 0.2

Sandwell 3 25 0.1

Dudley 1 13 0

Cannock Chase 4 40 0.1

East Staffordshire 134 1,209 3

Lichfield 128 1.148 3

Newcastle-under Lyme 60 540 1

South Staffordshire 55 497 1

Stafford 211 1,901 5

Staffordshire Mbprtands 134 1^06 3

Tamworth 3 23 0.1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 729 6,565 10

North WarvncKshlre 102 915 2

Nuneaton & Bedworth 11 95 0.3

Rugby 14a 1,336 4

Stratford-on-Avon 394 3,547 10

RSPB (3009), Mapped and written guidance in relation to birds and onshore wind energy development in
England, Research Report No 33
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3.20

3.21

Siwcc Maden Ennnmmental /Figures mny not total due to rounding/

Local authority Area (km2) Electricity (MW
Capacity) Percentage of TataI (%)

Warwick as 776 2

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 741 6,66$ IS

Bmmsgr&ve 75 672 2

Makam 226 Z.035 6

Redditch 12 110 0.3

Worcester 0.0 0.1 0

Wychavon 251 2,25® 6

Wyre Forest 61 546 1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 625 5,623 15

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 4,661 36,727 100

Figure 3*2 illustrates the potential accessible commercial wind resource by local authority,
The largest commercial wind resource is to be found in Shropshire with 25% of the West
Midlands' potential resource.

Figure 3-2: Potential Accessible Commercial Wind Resource by upper tier authority

Herefordshire
Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire

Stoke-on-Trent
Eirmngham

fl Sollhul
Coventry
Wolferharmton
Walsall
Sandwell
Dudley

a Staffordshire
Ei Warwickshire
fl Worcestershire

ScMrrte Mrsfi^r En i ironmenlal

Figure 3-3 shows a typical G® map used in the evaluation of the potential accessible resource
of commercial wind. This shows the extent of the landscape designations in the West
Midlands and also illustrates other factors that have a bearing on the accessible resource.
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Figure 3-3: Illustration of the landscape designations and restrictions associated with commercial scale
wind

3.22 It should be noted that the resource assessment capacity values are based on all land identified
as ‘unconstrained’ being developed for commercial wind farms. This does not take into
account feasibility issues surrounding the development of this resource (c;g. planning
processes, community consultation, landscape capacity, cumulative impacts, economics etc).
Under the majority of future uptake scenarios, it is unlikely that all of this resource could be
developed, regardless of whether it was deemed desirable to do SO- This limits the utility of
the capacity value to more strategic uses. However, the assessment does reveal the broad
areas where the best opportunities for commercial wind farm development lie.

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.23 Mo projections are made for changes to the potential commercial wind capacity by 2030 or
2050. This assessment is based on GIS analysis to assess (be amount of land available for
development. Infrastructure projects, urban development and future designations of areas for
landscape, heritage and nature conservation will affect the potential land available but there is
no clear basis dr which to quantify such changes Within this study.

Conclusions

.3.24 The unconstrained commercial wind resource identified using the set methodology is large,
around 36,727MW installed capacity for the West Midlands. There arc, however, relatively
few wind farms across the region already in existence. This is iikely to be due to the low
average wind speeds in the region, meaning that it currently provides a limited number of
excellent opportunities for large scale wind energy developers. This may change in the future
as wind turbine technology improves to better harness lower wind speed conditions.
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3.25 The potential resource available in the region could be further increased if development were
to be allowed in National Parks and AONB in a way that preserved the landscape value of
these areas. Tn the West Midlands, these designated areas often correspond to higher average
wrind speed areas too.
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Small scale wind
definition and scope

A sub-category of onshore wine is the small scale wind
installations whrch can ba defined as having capacity of
less than WO kW and typically comprises s ngfe turbines.
Small scale wind schemes have different characteristics to
large scale developments.
Trie majority of smalt scale wind installaligns are ground-
based developments, with only few that are building
integrated (on tap roofs). Small scale ground-based
turbines, by their nature have lower hubftip heights of about
15m above ground level and are considered to he viable al
lower wind speeds (4.5 m/s al 10m above ground level).

Source: DECC. 2010

Main Assumptions

3.26 Tiie assumptions made for calculating the small scale wind resource were consistent with the
DECC methodology-. In summary, the method consisted of identifying address points in areas
of sufficient wind speed and Allocating a small wind turbine to each address. Further details
can be found in Annex B.

Results

3.27 Table 3-6 details the potential accessible resource of small scale wind for each authority. It
can be seen that the West Midlands has a theoretical resource of I.634MW. This resource is
split almost evenly across the more mini local authorities, with the urban areas (e.g.
Wolverhampton and Walsall} having virtually no small scale wind potential.

3^8 This lower potential in urban and suburban areas is a result of rhe high “wind scaling ^Ctors'1
(56% for urban areas and 67% for suburban areas) that have been applied to the wind values
in accordance with the DECC methodology. These take account of the effect of buildings on
reducing wind speeds in built up areas. Jf the sealing factors reduce the wind speed below the
minimum level of 4.5m/s al 10m above ground level then there is deemed to be no viable
energy resource for small scale wind (Figure 3-4) As the maximum average wind speed
(NOABI. dataset) in the West Midlands is 8,9m/s, all bar the windiest urban areas would be
automatically ruled out as having sufficient wind for small scale wind development. Using
the DECC methodology, these wind scaling thetort have been applied on a Middle Lower
Super Output Areas (MLSOA) basis to provide a strategic assessment of the potential
resource, but in doing so some local sites with sufficient wind speed within those MLSOAs
with a low overall average wind speed may have been discounted.
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Table 3-6: Potential accessible small scale wind resource by local authority

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Tots! (%)

Herefordshire 237 15

Telford & Wrekin $2 3

Shropshire 358 22

Stoke on Trent 0 0

Birmingham 0 0

Solihull 0 0

Coventry 0 0

Wolverhampton 0 0

Walsall 0 0

Sandwell 0 0

Dudley E 0

Cannock Chase a 0

East Staffordshire 46 3

bchfreld 45 3

Newcastle-under-Lyme 27 2

South Staffordshire D 0

Stafford 40 2

Staffordshire Mcwtands 52 3

Tamworth 0 D

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 209 13

North Warwickshire 86 4

Nuneaton & Bedworth D 0

Rugby 60 4

Stratford-on-Avon 211 13

Warwick 4B 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 384 24

Bromsgrove 103 7

Malvern 115 7

Raddllch 0 0

Worcester 0 0

Wychavon 148 9

Wyre Forest 23 1
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Source: Masten Environmental (Figures ?riar not total due la rounding/

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total f%)

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL

393

1.634

24

100

Figure 3—4: Areas of Sufficient Wind for Small Scale Wind Development

Source Maslen Emrranmental

Figure 3-5 illustrates the proportion of the small scale wind resource in each authority.

Figure 3-5: Potential accessible small scale wind resource by upper tier authority
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Source. Masten Environmental
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.29 No projections are made for changes to the potential small scale wind capacity by 2030 or
2050. The assessment shows that most of the areas suitable for small scale wind arc rural,

where the amount of new development to 2030 or 2050 may be minimal, thus the change in
potential capacity would also only be very small.

Conclusion

3.30 h has been calculated that the West Midlands has a small scale wind resource of 1 .634MW
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Biomass
DEFINITION AND SCOPE

Biomass is a diverse category with regard to the type of
available fuels fuel conversion technology and type of
energy outpul.

Fuels different fuel categories have been used in the
literature and a single agreed categorisation is still difficult
to identify The EU Renewable Energy D reefIve and the
UK Biomass Strategy, however, provide more
comprehensive (and legally binding) definitions for biomass
fuels. Generally, biomass fuel can arise from Nanis (woody
or grassy Z an mats (manure, slurry) and human activity
(industrial and municipal waste}. AI1 of these options are
considered bi the guidance. In modesses, the useful fuel
is in a solid or gaseous form. Bloliquids (Le. liquid fuel to;
energy purposes other than for transport) are also available
and varied, however they are not directly ncluded in this
guidance as (1). they compete with the other biomass fuel
categories for natural resource (productive land or bio
waste) and therefore arc notan additional resource, and
(2} they often need to be imported to meet commercial
scale demand (e.g. pafm seed oil), for which regional
resource assessment In not appropriate. Biofuels (e.g.
biodiesel and bio-ethanol) are Ihose fuels used for
transport purposes and are not included in this study.

Conversion techoology- three mam processed are
currently available and used. (1) direct combusiron of solid
biomass, (2) pyrolysis and gasification of solid biomass arid
(3) anaerobic digestion of solid or I.quid biomass Biomass
fuels are in principle suitable for use in combined heat arc
power (CUP) plants, however, Us use has not been
exploited to its full potential In the UK. Assessing the
capacity potential for biomass CHP however will not
change 1he total Outcome for (he regional biomass
opportunity and therefore is no! required.

Energy output - this can be in the form of electricity or
heat.

Source. DECC. 2010

Plant biomass

Main Assumptions

3,31 Plant biomass consists of managed woodland, energy crops, waste wood and agricultural
arisings (straw) for the generation of electricity, and woodland and energy crops for heat.
Each of these resources is detailed individually under its own heading in the following
sections.

3.32 The assumptions made for plant biomass are as per the DECC methodology. Assumptions
about individual technoiogies/resources arc given in the sections for each
tech nology/resource. A detailed list of the assumptions made for all the technologies can be
found in Annex B.

3.33 Although plant biomass only accounts for a small proportion of the overall renewable
resource in the West Midlands, it lends to come from existing managed resources. In
addition. most forms of plant biomass lend themselves to storage and can be easily
transported. As such, it can be easily harnessed, managed and play an important role in local
energy production.
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Managed Woodland

Main Assumptions

3.34 The biomass resource from managed woodland was assessed in terms of its technical
potential for both electricity and heat production as two separate scenarios, assuming direct
combustion of the resource.

3.35 Tire results were based on two main data sources: the Forestry Commission’s Woodfoci
Resource Tool, which supplied data at a regional level in oven dried tonnes (odt) of biomass
from different grades and types of wood; and the Forestry Commission's National Inventory
of Woodland and Trees for the area of managed woodland in each county (this was then
disaggregated to district level using total land area in each district as a proxy). The final
estimate of the quantity of biomass in each local area was based on the percentage split of
managed woodland area within each local authority area.

3,36 Tire assessment was based on Option I of the DECC methodology, as Option 2 was
unavailable given the timeframes of the study, Option 2 suggests bringing forward the
National Foresi Inventory work programme which is currently being undertaken by the
Forestry Commission and involves mapping all woodland in Great Britain down to 0,5Ha.

The likely date for completion of this inventory is now 20 M (although reports may be
available earlier), meaning that the data could not be used for this study. Although the
National Inventory for Woodland and Trees is based on data collected from 1995 to 1999 and
is soon to be replaced, it is currently the most up-to-date and complete dataset. It is important
to note, however, that the new data could have a potentially significant impact on the estimate
of the amount of hiomass from managed woodland in the area.

3.37 To convert to useful energy, a benchmark of 6,00(1 odt per year of biomass per I MW of
electricity capacity was applied, along with calorific values suggested by DECC and outlined
in Annex 13. For the heat assessment, 80 per cent plant efficiency was assumed and a 45 per
cent capacity factor applied (the ratio of the actual output of a power plant over a period of
time and its output if it had operated ai full nameplate capacity the entire time). Diverging
from the DECC methodology, ihc capacity factor applied is thought to more realistically
reflect how often biomass boilers are used (from the Carbon Trusts guide on biomass boilers
published in 2009).

3.38 Environmental and technical constraints have already been applied by the Forestry
Commission in their Woodfuel Resource Too! to determine the tenues of biomass available
for annual sustainable production. No further constraints of this nature were therefore applied.
To take account of competing uses (both for electricity and heat generation), it was assumed
i hat only 10 per ccni of the Forestry' Commission resource could be used based on estimates
provided by the Forestry Commission’s 'Woodfuel in Britain: Main Report', It was assumed
that all the private sector biomass resource could be used for energy generation.

3.39 A more detailed list of the assumptions for managed woodland can be found in Annex H.
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Results

3,40 Table 3-7 shows the accessible managed woodland resource for both electricity generation
(31 MW) and heal generation (36 MW) respectively from the West Midlands. Within the
West Midlands, Shropshire and Herefordshire have around 30 per cent and 20 per cent of the
managed woodland resource for the generation of electricity respectively, Consistent with the
rural characteristics of these areas.

Table 3-7' Potential accessible managed woodland resource for electricity and heat generation by local
authority

Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of Heat
Efee. Tote1 1%) (MW Capaetty)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

Herefordshire 6 20 7 20

Telford & Wrekin 0.2 1 0,2 1

Shropshire 9 30 11 30

Stoke on Trent 0.1 0.2 0,1 0.2

Birintngharri 0.2 1 0.2 1

Solihull 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.4

Coventry 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

Wolverhampton 0.0 C2 0.1 0.2

WalsaJI 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

Sandwell 0.1 0 2 0.1 0.2

Dudley 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

Cannock Chase 0.2 1 0.2 1

East Staffordshire 1 3 1 3

Lichfield 1 3 1 3

Newcastle-under-Lyme 1 2 1 2

South Staffordshire 1.0 3 1.2 3

Stafford 2 5 2 S

Staffordshire Moorlands 1 5 2 5

Tamworth 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 7 22 a 22

North Warwickshire D.4 1 0.5 1

Nuneaton 4 Bedwnuh 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.4

Rugby 1 2 1 z
Stratford-on-Avon 1 5 2 5

Warwick 0.4 1 0.5 1

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 3 10 3 10
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Source: mav n^r to/a/due fo /wttidfrrg/

Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of Heat
Elec. Total (%) (MW ICapacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

Bromsgrova 1 2 1 2

Malvern 2 5 2 5

Redditch 0.2 1 02 1

Worcester 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3

Wychavon 2 6 2 6

Wyre Forest 1 2 1 2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 5 16 6 16

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 31 100 36 too

3.41 Figure 3-6 illustrates the proportion of Managed Woodland accessible resource for electricity
and heat generation in each local authority, Il should be noted that these propoilions are the
same for both technologies- they have not been totalled.

Figure 3-6: Potential accessible managed woodland resource (for electricity & heat generation) by upper
tier authority

Herefordshire
V Telford St Wrekin

Shropshire

Stoks-on-Trwu
Birmirigham
Solihull
Coventry
Wolverhampron
Walsall
sandwell
Dudley
Staffordshire
Warwickshire
Worcestershire

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.42 For the future energy capacity from managed woodland in 2030 and 2050. it was assumed
that an increase of 0.5 per cent per annum would occur, based on discussions with the
Forestry Commission.

Concltrsron

3.43 Shropshire has around 30% of the West Midlands' accessible resource of managed woodland,
with Herefordshire accounting for 20%. Managed woodland only accounts for less than 0.1%
of the total accessible renewable electricity generalion in the West Midlands. However, it is a
resource that can be easily managed, transported and stored; giving it added value despite its
small size.
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Energy Crops

Main Assumptions

3.44 The DECC methodology sets out generation of estimates for heat and electricity from
biomass energy crops under three scenarios - high, medium and low as follows;

* High -assumes that all available arable land and pasture will be planted with energy
crops

• Medium assumes that all abandoned land and pasture will be planted with energy
crops

Low - assumes that new crops wilt only be planted to the extent of submitted
applications to the Energy Crop Scheme.

High Scenario

3.45 The high scenario, as defined iti the DECQ methodology, is acknowledged to be neither
possible nor desirable due to other uses of the land (such as food production) that are not
considered within the assessment, As such this assessment study does not include
quantification of this scenario

Medium Scenario

3.46 The medium scenario used information from DEFRAY Agricultural and Horticultural Census
(2009), In line with other regional assessments, land cover defined as bare fallow and
temporary grassland was deemed 'land no longer needed for food production" and therefore
could be utilised for energy crop production. The data were not available in a G1S data format
and as such, it was not possible to determine the mapped extent of land under this scenario.
The data were presented to upper tier authority level so it was not practical to give specific
values foi' each local authority, The data were also aggregated for authorities with only a
small amount of commercial agricultural land such as Wolverhampton, Sandwell, Walsall and
Dudley.

Low Scenario

3.47 The low scenario assumes that alt existing energy crop sites continue into the future. The
results of this scenario were considered to be very low in comparison to the medium scenario
and therefore have not been used for the overall assessment. For completeness, the results for
the scenario are presented in Annex F.

348 Due to the comments on the various scenarios detailed above, the results of this assessment
have been based on the medium scenario.

3-49 Natural England guidance on landscape impacts in the West Midlands has also been
reviewed N as part of the assessment. The guidance shows that in the nineteen Joint Character
Areas (JCAs) there are a range of generic landscape characteristics on which energy crops

'
J 11ttp www,defru.gov.Uk/fotKlRimi.'growing-crops/indnstrinL'encrgy/oppoitum win.htni
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could have a potentially positive, neutral, or adverse effect. These effects should be taker)

into account when assessing the impacts of individual schemes (including cumulative
impacts).

3.50 Further details of the assumptions used in the calculations can be found in Annex 13.

Resti/ts

3.5 J Table 3-8 shows the accessible energy crops resource for both electricity' generation and heat
(under the medium scenario as defined in the DECC methodology, detailed above), it can be
seen that the West Midlands region has an accessible energy crops resource of 229MW for
electricity generation and 1,321MW for heat. The results under the low scenario tire

presented in Annex F.

3.52 The assessment shows that Shropshire has the greatest potential for energy crops followed by
other more rural local authority districts within (he West Midlands. Several authorities have
considerably reduced potential, primarily due to their more urban make-up.

Table 3-8; Potential accessible energy craps resource for electricity and heat generation by local
authority

Stww Mm/ct? /Figures may not total awe to

| Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Etec. Total

Heat
IMW Capacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

Herefordshire 42 15 241 IS

Telford a Wrekin 4 2 24 2

Shropshire 70 31 405 31

Stoke on Trent G.1 0 1 0

Birminqham and Solihull 2 1 12 1

Coventry 1 0.2 3 0.2

Wolverhampton, Sandwell,
Walsall and Dudley 0.1 0.3 4 0.3

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 45 20 259 20

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 34 15 194 16

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 31 13 178 13

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 229 100 1,321 100

3.53 Figure 3-7 shows the proportion of the West Midlands’ energy crop potential for electricity
generation and heat contributed by each of the focal authorities. The proportions arc the same
for both figures have not been totalled.
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Figure 3-7: Potential accessible energy craps resource (for electricity & heat generation) by upper tier
local authority

Herefordshire
Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire
Stoke-on-Trem
Birrmgham
Solihull

h Coventry
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Dudley
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.WiBlw Eri।m^nmirHal

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3,54 The DECC methodology states that yields from energy crops could increase by 10% Io 2020,
this assumption has also been used as an indication of capacity available to 2030. The
medium scenario projections to 2050 arc much more difficult to determine; fluctuations are
expected, but cannot be accurately predicted, as this scenario is based on Ta nd not in food
production’ being made available for energy crop production. Changes to this scenario (up to
2050) are very much dependent on agro-economie and climate change factors amongst
others. Therefore no predictions of potential capacity to 2050 have been made.

Conclusion

3.55 Using the DECC methodology medium scenario for energy crops, the West Midlands has an
accessible energy crop resource of 229MW for electricity generation and 1.321MW for heal
at 2030. Although energy crops account for a relatively small part of the overall renewable
energy resource in the West Midlands, they offer a potential opportunity for exploitation in
many of the more rural authorities.

Waste Wood

Main Assumptions

3.56 The potential for commercial and industrial waste wood from direct combustion was assessed
for electricity and heat conversion scenarios. The DECC methodology suggested using data
from the Sawmill report published by the Forestry Commission with throughput data.
Unfortunately this report is no longer published. Instead, the WRAP Report 11Wood Waste
Market in the UK' from August 2009 was used as this gave the most comprehensive and up to
date information waste wood at a regional level. A proxy of employee numbers in each local
authority was then used to derive local authority figures. All the waste wood categories from
the report were included except for Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) wood, since this was
already accounted for in the MSW resource category. As a result of competition for the use of
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waste wood; Cor example, for the manufactiuing of wood panels using co-product. 50 per cent
of the total resource was excluded to arrive at constrained capacity figures.

3.57 The rest of the assumptions were as per the DECC methodology. Further details of the
assumptions made can be found in Annex B.

Rasu/fs

3,58 Table 3-? shows the potential accessible resource for waste wood in the West Midlands
region. It can be seen that there is 37MW of waste wood potential for electricity generation
with significant opportunities in Birmingham and Staffordshire in particular,

Table 3-9: PolenLia' accessible waste wood resource by local authority, 2030

Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity}

Percentage of
Elec. Total (%)

Heal
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

Herefordshire 1 3 1 3

Telford & Wrekin i 3 1 3

Shropshire 2 5 1 5

Stoke on Trent 2 4 1 4

Birmingham e 21 7 21

Solihull 2 4 1 4

Coventry 2 6 2 6

Wolverhampton 2 4 1 4

Walsall 2 4 1 4

Sandwell 2 5 2 5

Dudley 2 5 2 5

Cannock Chase 1 2 0.5 2

East Staffordshire 1 2 1 2

Lichfield 1 2 1 2

Newcasde-under-Lyme 1 2 1 2

South Staffordshire 0.5 1 0.4 1

Stafford 1 3 1 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 0.5 1 0.4 1

Tamworth 0.4 1 0.4 1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 5 14 4 14

North Warwickshire 1 2 1 2

Nuneaton 5 Bedworth 1 2 1 2

Rugby 1 2 1 2

Stratford.on.Avon 1 2 1 2
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3.59

3.60

Srqirw SQW /Figures may not total Ate to rounding)

Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Elec. Total (%)

Heat
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total f%l

Warwick 1 3 1 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 4 11 3 11

Bromsgrove 1 1 0.5 1

Malvern 0.4 1 0.3 1

ReddJtch 1 2 1 2

Worcester 1 2 1 2

Wychavon 1 2 1 2

Wyre Forest 1 1 0.4 1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 4 1C 3 10

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 37 IOC 32 ICQ

Waste wood accounts Tor less than 0.1% of the tenewable energy resource in the West
Midlands.

figure 3-g illustrates the proportion of the waste wood resource in each upper tier authority,

Figure 3-&: Potential accessible waste wood by upper tier authority (for electricity and heat generation)

Herefordshire
Telford & WreMn
Shropshire

Cl Stoker on Trent
Blrnwigham
SolihuU

63 Coventry
Welverhsiiptan
Walsas
Sandw all
Dudley
Staffordshire

s Wa™ cksinre
k Worcestershire

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.6 1 As recommend^ by (he DECC methodology' projections to 2030 and 2050 were based on an
assumed increase of feedstock of 1% per year.

Conclusion

3.62 The West Midlands has 3UMW of waste wood renewable potential. Although waste wood
provides a small proportion of the overall renewable potential in the West Midlands, it is an
easily managed, transported and stored resource that can be easily exploited in any of the
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local authorities. Waste wood has been overlooked in the past and sent to landfill mainly
because it often arises as part of a mixed waste stream and is not separated out.

Agricultural Arisings (straw)

Main Assumptions

3.63 The potential for agricultural arisings was calculated assuming direct combustion of the
resource as this is seen as the most economically viable approach for conversion to useful
energy. All assumptions and data sources were in line with the DECC methodology, details of
which can be found in Annex B.

Results

3.64 Table 3-10 shows the accessible resource for agricultural arisings (straw) with a total
renewable electricity resource of 51 MW, The county of Warwickshire has the largest
proportion of the straw resource with around 26 per cent.

Table 3-10: Potential accessible agricultural arising (straw) resource, 2030
Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total {%)

Herefordshire 9 18

Telford & Wrekin 2 3

Shropshire 12 24

Stoke on Trent 0 0

c Birmingham 0.2 0

Solihull 1 1c
Coventry 0.1 0

Wolverhampton 0 0

Walsall 0.1 0

Sandwcli 0 0

Dudley 0 0

Cannock Chase 0.1 0

East Staffordshire 1 2

Lichfield 2 4

Newcastle-undar-Lyme 0.2 0

South Staffordshire 2 3

Stafford 2 4

Staffordshire Moorlands 0.1 0

Tamworth 0.1 0

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 7 15
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Source: S0K' f/ugune mm not total due to rounding)

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)
North Warwickshire 2 4

Nuneaton & Bedworth 0.3 1

Rugby 2 5

Siratford-cri-Avon 7 14

Warwick 2 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 13 26

Dromsgrove 0.5 1

Malvern 2 5

Redcitch 0.1 0

Worcester 0 0

Wychavon 4 7

Wyie Fores! 0.4 1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 7 14

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 51 100

3.65 Figure 3-9 shows the p^pportien of thestraw resource potential by upper tier authority.

Figure 3-9; Potential accessible agricultural arisings (straw) by upper Iler authority
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3.66 Although th? Agricultural arisings resource represents a very small proportion of the total
renewable electricity resource for the region, it constitutes an easily accessible resource that is
already wrel] managed. However, by its nature, straw production is very seasonal and is
relatively expensive to store and transport due to its comparatively bulky nature and low
calorific value, in addition, straw prices fluctuate considerably due to competing uses and
depend on seasonal weather. This could be a particular issue in the West Midlands, which
often has to import straw from outside the region due to demand for wheat straw to be used as
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bedding for cattle. In comparison to other regions in the UK. however, the Wert Midlands as
a whole has a positive straw balance L\ that is there is straw available after deduction of
animal bedding requirements. As such, while straw is only likely co supplement other biomass
source plants, it could still play a part in electricity generation in the West Midlands.

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.67 It was assumed that the area farmed for straw will remain constant to 2030 and 2050 as there
is no clear basis upon which to factor in a change.

Conclusion

1.68 Agricultural arising* (straw) has regional renewable resource potential of 51MW with
Shropshire and Warwickshire providing around a quarter each of the region’s potential.

Animal biomass

Main Assumptions

3.69 The potential renewable resources in the animal biomass category of the DECC methodology
consist of wet organic waste and poultry litter. Wet organic waste includes manure and slurry
from cattle and pigs along with commercial and industrial (C&l) food and drink waste. Due to
the moisture content of this resource, it is assumed that energy is generated through anaerobic
digestion, white the poultry litter assessment is based on direct combustion. Each of these
resources is detailed individually under its own heading in the following sections.

3,70 The assumptions made for animal biomass are as per the DfCC methodology.

ReWls

3.7 1 Both potential resources are used io produce electricity and account for 184MW of electricity
generation capacity. The majority of this (90 per cent) of this comes from wet organic waste.

3.72 Table 3-1 I details the results for each LA. it can be seen that Shropshire has the biggest
animal biomass resource with over 58MW, 32 per cent of the entire region’s capacity.
Herefordshire and Staffordshire have most of the remaining potential resource with only a
small proportion (2 percent) in the more urban sub-regions.

Table 3-11: Potential accessible animal biomass resource, 2D30
Local authority Electricity (MW Capac Ity) Perccrnlage ot Total (%)
Herefordshire 38 21

Telford 4 Wrekin 3 2

Shropshire 58 32

Stoke on Trent 1 U.3

Birmingham 1 0.5

ls NNFCC, 20OS Vtu&raf and regional supply demand balance for agricultural xiruw in Great Britain
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Sowrti? AyH (Figure* men' not total due to rounding)

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Solihull 1 1

Coventry 0.4 0.2

Wolverhampton 0.1 0 1

Walsall 0.3 0.2

Santtwell 0.3 0.2

Dudley 0.2 0.1

Cannock Chase 02 0.1

East Staffordshire 9 5

Lichfield 3 1

Newcasde-under Lyme 5 3

Soulh Staffordshire 4 2

Stafford 15 B

Staffordshire Moorlands 14 3

Tamworth 0.2 0.1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 51 23

North Warwickshire 2 1

Nuneaton S Bedworth 0.4 0.2

Rugby 4 2

Stratford-orbAvon 7 4

Warwick 1 1

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 15 3

Sromsgrove 3 2

Malvern 6 3

Redditch 0.4 0.2

Worcester 0.1 0.1

Wychavon 5 3

Wyre Forest 1 1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 15 £

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 434 100

3.73 Figure 330 illustrates the proportion nf animal biomass resource in each local authority.
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Figure 3-10: Potentla1 accessible animal hinmass resource by upper tier authority
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Conclusion

3.74 Animal biomass accounts for i 84 MW of potential renewable electricity generation tn the
West Midlands, of which almost a third is located in Shropshire.

IVef Organic Waste

Main Assumptions

3.75 Some of the data sources recommended in the DECC methodology were not available. For
manure and slurry data, DEFRAY 2009 data was used to get Ihc number of livestock in each
region. This was then multiplied by a standard animal waste factor obtained from the
Biomass Energy Centre. For food and drink waste data the ADAS National Study into
Commercial and Industrial Waste A risings, 2009 was used. More detailed information about
the assumptions can be found in Annex B

Results

3.76 Table 3-12 shows the results for wet organic waste fur the West Midlands broken down by
local authority.

Table 3-12: Potential accessible wet organic waste resource, 2030

Local authority Electricity [MW Capacity} Percentage of Total (%)

Herefordshire 16

Telford & Wrekin 2 1

Shropshire 54 33

Stoke on Trent 1 0.3

Birmingham 1 1

Solihull 1 1
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3.77

Source S{1JF r/vgrww Mi»>' j.'irr total due to rounding)

Local authority Electricity IMW Capacity! Parcontago of Total (%)

Coventry 0.4 0.3

Wolverhampton 0.1 0.1

Walsall 03 0.2

Sandwell 0.3 0.2

Dudley 0.2 0.1

Cannock Chase 0.2 0.1

East Staffordshire 9 6

Lichfield 3 2

Newcastle-under-Lyme 5 3

South Staffordshire 4 2

Stallord t5 9

Staffordshire Moorlands 14 fl

Tamworth 0.2 0.1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 50 30

North Warwickshire 2 1

Nuneaton & Bedworth 0.4 0.2

Rugby 4 2

Stratford-on-Avon 6 4

Warwick 1 1

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 14 6

flromsgrove 3 2

Malvern 5 3

Reddltch 0.4 0.2

Worcester 0.1 0.1

Wychavgn 5 3

Wyn Forest 1 1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 15 9

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 165 100

The West Midlands has 165MW of wet organic waste potenfial resource with Shropshire
accounting for a significant proportion of this. Staffordshire and Herefordshire account for
the majority of the remaining resource potential with the more urban areas of the West
Midlands accounting for less than 2 per cent. In practical terms, usable manures will be likely
TO come from indoor pigs, poultry and dairy cattle. Overwintering of beef cattle on wheat

i
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straw may be another source, but is often valued as a fertiliser and soil conditioner. This may
of course be more valuable after anaerobic digestion.

3.78 Figure 3-1 1 illustrates the proportion of wet organic waste potential in each of the upper tier
authorities.

Figure 3-11: Potential accessible wet organic waste by upper tier authority
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Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire
Stoke-on-Trent
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i i Staffordshire
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Woraestershre
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3,79 It was assumed that livestock numbers would stay constant to 2030 and 2050; whereas food
and drink waste would rise corresponding to the rise in employee numbers (for which a UK
benchmark of 0.5 per cent per annum was used).

Conclusion

3-80 Wet organic waste accounts for 165MW of potential renewable electricity generalinn in the
West Midlands, of which a third is located in Shropshire and almost a third in Staffordshire,

Poultry Litter

Main Assumptions

3.81 The assumptions made for poultry litter were in line with those of the DECC methodology.
Comprehensive data were obtained from Defra and calculations carried as per the DECC
methodology.

Results

3.82 Table 3-13 details the potential accessible renewable capacity for poultry litter in the West
Midlands. It can be seen that poultry liner has 18MW of potential. As expected, the more
rural the local authority, the greater the potential for this type of resource with Herefordshire
and Shropshire having the potential to make the most significant contribution. Although this
is a very small potential capacity, poultry litter is a mature and well established technology. It
represents an already wrell managed and accessible resource (hat can be easily extracted,
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although it should be noted that it can also be used as high-grade mushroom compost, Jn
practical terms, however, there could be location issues as sonic of the main production areas
in I leretbrdshire and Shropshire could be off gas grid and remote &om good electric grid
connect ions. There are also issues around AONE location of chicken sheds which could pose
a practical constraint-

Table 3-13: Potential accessible poultry titter resource, 2030
Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Herefordshire 12 63

Telford & Wrekin 1 4

Shropshire 4 22

Stoke on Trent 0 0

Birmingham 0 0

Solihull 0 0

Coventry 0 0

Wolverhampton 0 0

WeiselI 0 0

Sandwell 0 0

Dudley 0 0

Cannock Chase 0 0

East Staffordshire 0.2 1

Lichfield 0 0

a 0

South Staffordshire 0.4 2

StaffoM 0 0.2

Staffordshire Moorlands 0.1 0.3

Tamworth 0

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL i 3

North Warwickshire 0 0

Nuneaton t Badviorth 0 0

Rugby 0.1 0.3

Stratford-on-Avon 1 5

Warwick 0 0-1

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 1 5

Bromsgruve 0 02

Malvern 0.4 2

(
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Source: SQW (Figures tnoy not total due to rounding!

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity} Percentage of Total (%}

Redditch 0 0

Worcester D 0

Wychavon 0 0.1

Wyre Forest 0 0.1

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 0.4 2

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 18 100

3.83 Figure 3-12 below illustrates the proportion of the total poultry litter resource for each upper
tier authority,

Figure 3-12: Potential accessible poultry litter resource by upper tier
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Warwickshire
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

St84 It was assumed that poultry numbers would be constant to 2030 and 2050 and that there were
no significant competing uses to constrain use for energy generation.

Conc/trsron

3.85 Poultry litter offers a |Kitentia! renewable resource of IB MW in the West Midlands region
located primarily in Herefordshire and Shropshire.
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Municipal Solid Waste

Main Assumptions

3.36 Waste data was extracted from Defra’s WasicDataFIow1" database for the year 2008/09. The
Biodegradable Municipal Waste (BMW) portion of municipal waste was assumed to be
0.681 . More details on the assumptions made can be found in Annex B.

Results

3.87 Table 3-14 details die MSW potential resource in the West Midlands and its LAs. It can be
seen that the total for the region is 209 MW with the proportions for each of the LAs broadly
in line with their populations. The table also includes details of the projected population at
2030 for each local authority as further context.

Table 3-14: Potential accessible Municipal Solid Waste Resource

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%) Projected population at
2030” ( OOOs)

Herefordshire 7 3 197,1

Telford & Wrekin 7 3 174.0

Shropshire 13 6 595.0

Stoke on Trent 10 5 257.7

Birmingham
42 20

1,183.2

Solihull 3 4 229.5

Coventry 13 6 362.4

Wolverhampton 11 5 256.8

Walsall io 5 273.2

Sandwcll 11 5 322.7

Dudley 12 6 326.4

Cannock Chase 3 2 101 0

East Staffordshire 4 2 123.0

Lichfield 4 2 113.9

Newcastle-under-Lyme 4 2 132 9

South Staffordshire 4 2 110.5

Slafford 4 2 141.4

Staffordshire Moorlands 3 2 101.1

1 h httpAwww wasuxiatafloworg.'
' PTFRA Spending Review - Changes to Waste PFI December 2010
" 1008 based sub-nationai population projections thttp:.<|,www.sttiiisttc5-gov,uk/downloadsl'theine_population/snpp*
2tWJnteractivcPDF_2008-bascdSNPF.^
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Source: (figures tiuiy mit into!Une hi nmm/ing)

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage ofTotal (%} Projected population at
2030" COOOa)

Tamworth 2 1 80.7

STAFFORDSHIRE
TOTAL 29 14 WJ

North Warwickshire 3 1 66.1

Nuneaton 3 Bedworth 5 2 135-5

Rugby 4 2 111.0

Stratford-an-Avon 4 2 142.9

Warwick 4 2 169.1

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 19 9 624.8

Bnomsgrove 3 2 105.8

Melvern 2 1 82.5

Reddllch 2 1 83.4

Worcester 3 1 100.2

Wyehavon 4 2 127.6

Wyre Forest 3 1 105.3

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL 17 8 504.8

WEST MIDLANDS
TOTAL 209 100 2,954.3

3. RR Figure 3-13 illustrates the proportion of MSW potential resource in each upper tier authority.
Birmingham has the greatest potential followed by Staffordshire and Warwickshire,

Figure 3-13: Potential accessible municipal solid waste resource by upper tier authority
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Capacity tom 2030and 2050

3.89 To estimate the future potential to 2030 and 2050 for electricity using Municipal Solid Waste
(MSW) through direct combustion, it was assumed that MSW quantities would rise in
accordance with CLG projections of increases to household numbers within the West
Midlands.

Conclusion

3.90 The West Midlands has a potential MSW renewable energy resource of 209 MW.

Commercial and Industrial Waste

Main Assumptions

3.91 The DECC methodology is not explicit in terms of its methodology or the data sources to he
used. It was therefore decided that a similar method and assumptions to MSW would be used
for commercial and industrial (C&I) waste. The main difference between rhe two resource
calculations was the data source used. The C&J waste data was taken from the ADAS’s 2009
National Study into Commercial and Industrial Waste Arisings. Only the waste streams that
had a high organic content that were nor accounted for in any of the other resource categories
were included. These were animal and vegetable waste and non-metallic waste. More details
on the assumptions made can be found in Annex B,

3.92 Table 3-15 details the C&I waste potential resource in the West Midlands and its constituent
local authorities. As shown below, the total for the region is 145 MW with Birmingham
accounting for over 19 per cent of the potential resource.

Table 3-15: Potential accessible Commercial & Industrial Waste resource, 2030
Local authority Efectrlctty (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Herefordshire A 3

Tolford A Wrokin 5 4

Shropshire 6 4

Stoke on Trent 4

Birmingham 27 19

Solihull 5 4

Coventry 9 6

Wolverhampton 6 4

Walsall 7 5

Sandwell 9 £

Oudley a 5
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Source: S£Mf (Figum nwrrwl total due to rmmdingj

Local authority Electricity (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (^i

Cannock Chase 2 2

East Staffordshire 4 2

Lichfield 3 2

Newcastle-under-Lyme 3 2

South Staffordshire 2 1

Stafford 4 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 2 1

Tamworth 2 1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 21 15

North Wferwi^jhlre 2 1

NuneatonS Bedworth 2 2

Rugby 2 2

Stratford-on-Avon 3 2

Warwick 4 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 14 10

Bromsgwe 2 2

Malvern 2 1

Radditch 3 2

Worcester 4 3

Wychavdri 3 2

Wyre Forest 2 2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 16 11

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 145 1Q0

3.93 Figure 3-14 illustrates the proportion of the resource available in each local authority.
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Figure 3-14: Potential accessible commercial & industrial waste resource by upper tier authority
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3,94 Future C&l waste quantities were based on future employee number projections (a UK
benchmark of 0,5 per cent per annum, according to UKCESj.

Conclusion

3.95 The West Midlands has a potential renewable resource from commercial and industrial waste
of 145 MW.

Biogas

Main Assumption

3.96 The potential renewable resources in the biogas category of the DEC'C methodology consist
of landfill gas and sewage gas. Each of these resources is detailed individually under its own
heading in the following sections.

3.97 The data calculations made for biogas were based on the Ofgem register of accredited stations
under the Renewable Obligation (for landfill gas, this includes both open and closed landfill
sites). The assumptions made about each of the individual resources are given in the sections
for landfill gas and sewage gas. A detailed list of the assumptions made for al! the resources
can be found in Annex B .

Results

3.98 Table 3-16 details the potential accessible resource for biogas for the West Midlands, and the
disaggregated figures for landfill gas and sewage gas. Both the biogas resources have a
combined potential resource capacity of 45 MW m 2030.
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Landfill gas Sewage gas Total biogas

Local authority Electricity
(MW) %

Electricity %
(MW)

Electricity
(MW)

Total

Herefordshire 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telford & Wrekin 0.3 3 0.5 1 1 2

Shropshire 0.4 4 1 4 2 4

Stoke on Trent 0 0 3 10 3 8

Birmingham 0 0 16 48 16 36

Solihull 0 0 0,4 1 0.4 1

Coventry 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wolverhampton 0 0 1 3 1 2

Walsall 0 4 4 0 0 0.4 1

Sandwell 0.4 4 0 0 0.4 1

Dudley 1 12 0 0 1 3

Cannock Chase 2 15 0 0 2 4

East Staffordshire 0 0 1 4 1 3

Lichfield 0 0 0 0 0 0

Newcastla-under-Lyme 0 0 0 0 0 0

South Staffordshire 0 2 6 2 4

Stafford 0.3 3 1 2 1 2

Staffordshire
Mooriands 0 0 1 2 1 1

Tamworth 0.3 2 0 0 0.3 1

STAFFORDSHIRE
TOTAL 2 21 4 13 7 15

North Warwickshire 2 15 0.3 1 2 4

Nuneaton & Bedworth 0.S 4 0 0 0.5 1

Rugby 1 13 0,3 1 2 4

Stratford-on-Avon 0 0 1 3 1 2

Warwick 1 6 3 10 4 9

WARWICKSHIRE
TOTAL 4 38 5 15 9 20

Bromsgrove 0,2 2 0 0 0,2 0.4

Malvern 0.1 1 0 0 0.1 0.3

Redditdh 0 0 0 0 0 0

Worcester 0 0 1 3 1 2

Table 3-16: Potential accessible biogas resource. 2030
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Landfill gas Sowago gas Total biogas
Local authority Electricity

(MW) %
Electricity

(MW)
% Electricity

(MW)
Total

Wythavon 1 13 0 Q 1 3

Wyre Forest 0 0 1 2 1 1

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL 2 15 2 5 3 7

WEST MIDLANDS
TOTAL 11 100 34 100 45 100

Sours?.' fFigifres may not fata! due fo rorw?Jrjjg.J

3.99 Figure 3-15 iltudrates the proportion of the biogas potential in each local authority.
Binningham has the largest potential with almost 36 per cent of the total. Both Coventry and
Herefordshire have the smallest potential resource since no accredited facilities are located in
these local authorities.

Figure 3-15: Potential accessible biogas resource by upper tier authority
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3J00 The assumptions for project ions to 2030 and 2050 are detailed below with regards to the
specific types of biogas.

Conclusion

3.101 The total biogas capacity at 2030 for the West Midlands is 45 MW electricity, over three-
quarters of which is likely to he generated from sewage gas.
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Landfill Gas

Main Assumptions

3.102 The EU Landfill Directive1'' and Waste Management legislation'’1* mean that the amount of
waste sent to landfill will decrease significantly over the next two decades. It was assumed
that there would be no new significant landfill sites opened over the period of this analysis.
More detail on the assumptions made can be found in Annex B.

Resofts

3.103 It can be seen from Table 3-16 above that the West Midlands has a landfill gas potential of 11
MW at 2030. Warwickshire has the greatest resource with over a third of all the landfill gas
potential. Landfill gas accounts for approximately a quarter of biogas potential resource.

3.104 Figure 3-16 illustrates the share of the region’s landfill gas potential in each of the upper tier
authorities.

Herefordshire
Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire
Stoke-on-Trent
Blrnlnghem
Solihull
Coventry
Wolverhampton
Walsall
Sandw ell
Dudley
Staffordshire

S Warw ickstiire
E Worcestershire

Soww Sglt

Figure 3-16: Potential accessible landfill gas by upper tier authority

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.105 Landfill gas production will lag behind the decrease in waste sent to landfill due to the natural
process of waste deeompusilion. As such, it was assumed that the present day landfill
capacity will continue at a constant level for five years to 2015, then there will be a straight
line reduction until the capacity in 2030 is 20 per cent of today’s capacity. The trend was
assumed to continue up to 2050.

"Lewi!-DilS£liv£SSill L' of 26 Apci f 1999 On Ibe laudfi l.l of waste entered into force on 1 6.07.199'1. Thc deadline for
implemenl.ninn nf the lejisialinn in Ihe Member Sials was 1 6.07.2001

1 i i tip.. ivww.put)hcathwi.pa rl iamerrt,uk-pa-cm 2D(M D5:'cnisclccl-'cmenvfru/102/ E 02.pdf
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Conclusion

3.106 The likely potential accessible landfill gas resource for the West MidSands is 11 MW.

Sewage Gas

Main Assumptions

3.107 The DECC methodology' suggested the regional water utility as the source for the data to be
used in the calculation of sewage gas. However, it was agreed to use the approach adopted in
the North West study which involved using the OFGEM Renewable Obligation register to
calculate the existing Sewage Gas capacity for each of the I .As.

Ffesuffs

3.108 1he previous Table 3-16 details the potential accessible resource for sewage gas for the West
Midlands; 34 MW of total potential capacity; of which almost half is situated in Birmingham.

3, 109 Figure 3-!7 illustrates the proportion Of sewage gas potential in each LA.

Figure 3-17: Potential accessible sewage gas resource by upper tier authority
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Source: SQH'

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3, 1 1 0 it was assumed that there will be a 50 per cent increase in capacity from 2010 to 2030 based
on more efficient technology and smaller units becoming more economically viable, hence
being able to be deployed at smaller treatment works. For the assessment to 2030 and 2050, it
was assumed that sewage gas production would follow trends in population growth, using
ONS projections.

Conclusion

3.111 The West Midlands has a sewage gas renewable energy resource potential of 34 MW.
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Biomass co-firing

Main Assumptions

3.112 The assumptions made for biomass co-firing were in line with those in the DECC
methodology using the DUKES inventory of coal anti oil-fired plants. More detailed
information can be found in Annex B.

Results

3x113 There are currently two coal-fired power stations in the West Midlands, Iron bridge in
Shropshire and Rugeley in the Cannock Chase district of Staffordshire21. At Rugelcy. there is
also a smaller 50 MW gas turbine which uses gas oil. which has also been included in the
assessment. Only 10 per cent of combusted fuel is assumed to be from biomass following the
DECC methodology (the technical potential is 15 per cent).

3.114 It was assumed that the lifetime of power stations was 60 years {40 years is the average
economic lifetime, but this can often be extended). Ironbridge has opted out of the EU Large
Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD), so can only operate 20,000 hours after 2008 and will be
closed by 2016. Rugdey has installed Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) in order to comply
with the LCPD requirements on sulphur dioxide emissions so is likely to be running post-
2016. As such, the West Midlands potential capacity for biomass Co-ffring is 106 MW at
2030. the majority of which is situated in Cannock Chase, Staffordshire.

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.115 For the reasons detailed above. only Rugeley was assumed to be operational in 2030 and
neither of the power stations in 2050.

Conclusion

3.116 The West Midlands has a potential biomass co-firing resource of 1 06 M W .

Rugclcy Power Sialien is partly within Lichfield district. hut as it is is largely within Cannmtk Chnse. its
capacity has been wholly allocated to this disirim
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Small scale hydropower
DEFINITION AND SCOPE

Hydro power involves harnessing Vre power of flowing or
falling water (from nvcrs or stored in reservoirs) through a
turbine in order to produce electricity. The parameters
determining the amount of electricity produced include she
turbine generating capacity, the turbine discharge flow (the
volume of water pass ng through the turbine at any given
time, which will change depending on the time of year) and
available head (the vertical distance between the point
Where the Water is highest and the turbine). The larger the
head, the more gravitational energy can be converted to
electrical energy. Hydropower can also be combined with
storage (pumped storage), by pumping water from a low
elevation Io a high elevation at times of plentiful supply of
electricity far retease when needed
For the purposes cf assessing the hydropower resource,
small-scaSe hydro power (under 2QMW) is coostdered
because opportunities for large-scale hydro (e.g. large
dams) are becoming more and more limited. This is
because most of the major sites for hydro have already
beer, used along with environmental concerns over the
adverse impact of large-scale hydro on locaf ecosystems
and hah,tats and changes to the natural river flow and
Intensity. In contrast, smell-scale hydro installations can be
sited at small rivers and streams. By choosing the right
sites to develop and putting in place good mitigation
measures, small-scale hydro schemes can have little
adverse Impact on the river's ecology, for example, on fish
migration patterns.

MCC, 2IHQ

Main Assumptions

3J 17 The DECC meth®dql&jgy recommends the use of the results of the Environment Agency’s
report Opportunity and environmental sensitivity mapping for hydropower in England and
Wales (2010) to identify the total regional resource and the portion of that resource which is
accessible and viable.

3.118 it must be noted that the Environment Agency study results are intended to be used at a
national and regional level, bur for the purposes of generating estimates at lower spatial
scales, the resultant GIS data from the Environment Agency study was obtained and was
divided up spalially into local authority areas. The Environment Agency study is the first
phase in a wider programme of work and subsequent phases will consider environmental
sensitivities in more detail and apply the analysis al two trial catchments.

3,119 Opportunities identified in the Environment Agency study were classified according to an
environmental sensitivity-power potential matrix (Table 3-17;). It was also determined that,

for a subset of these opportunities, a sensitively designed scheme incorporating a fish-pass
could actually improve the local environment as well as generate electricity.
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Table 3-17: Hydropower Opportunities Categorisation Matrix

Sowce: A fasten kn I'ironmeHta!

Sensitivity Category

No Sensitivity Data Low 'Medium High

Marginal Choices Marginal Choices Marginal Choices Lower Potential for
Opportunities

10-20 KW Marginal Choices Marginal Choices Moderate
Opportunities Difficult Choices

20-50 kW Marginal Choices Marginal Choices Moderate
Opportunities Difficult Choices

60 - 1500+ kW Good Opportunities Good Opportunities Difficult Choices Difficult Choices

3.120 More detailed informat ion concerning the assumptions can be found in Annex B.

3.121 In conjunction with the West Midlands resource assessment exercise, a parallel study was
undertaken investigating, in greater detail, the opportunities and constraints of small scale
hydropower within the Middle Severn, focusing on 35 potential sites. This study followed up
many of the recommendsLions in the national study to give an improved understanding of thd
potentially available resource. The results from this study arc reported separately and can be
accessed from wttf$ydciford,gov.afe

Resorts
3.122 Table 3-18 details the potential accessible resource for small scale hydropower available to

each local authority in the West Midlands. The region has a potential resource of 7 1 .6MW
with the majority of this resource lying in the larger local authorities in the west and south¬
west of the region. In reality, however, the actual potential will be a fraction of this due to
practical and environmental constraints. Through the Environment Agency matrix analysis,
which combines environmental sensitivity factors with the potential power at each site, only a
small proportion of the total maximum power is available from sites which present good and
moderate development opportunities: however, site specific assessments would be required to
validate this analysis.

3.123 An indication of the proportion of the resource identified across the West Midlands as a
whole that might be practically available is given by the parallel Middle Severn study. The
results of this West Midlands Hydropower 2011 study indicate that the hydropower
generation potential is less than that estimated in the previous Environment Agency Phase 1
study ('Opportunity and environmental sensitivity mapping for hydropower in England and
Wales’).

3J 24 This confirms the findings that only a fraction of the potential originally identified is likely to
be practically realised. Whilst the study also identifies the high environmental sensitivities of
the study area, the results do broadly indicate the opportunities for low head hydropower
potential within the study area. This should aid in focusing efforts in the development of this
resource.
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Table 3-18: Potential accessible smaH scale hydrapower resource
Local authority Total Maximum

Electricity (MW
Capacity)

Percentage of
Total (%)

Good and
Moderate

Opportunities
(Capacity MW)

Percentage of
Good and
Moderate

Opportunities
{%}

Herefordshire 15 21 0.1 2

T&lford & Wrekin 2 3 0 0

Shropshire 12 17 0.2 3

Stoke on Trent 0-1 0.2 0 1

Birmingham 1 1 0.1 1

Soilhull 0-1 0.1 0 0.3

Coventry 0 0 0 0

Wolverhampton 0 0 0 D

Wehall 0 0 0 0

Sandwell 0.1 0.1 0 1

Dudley 0.1 0.2 0 0

Cannock Chase 0 0 0 0

East Staffordshire 2 3 0 0

Lichfield 0.4 1 0 1

Newcasite-under-Lyme 0.1 0.1 0 0

South Staffordshire 0.3 0.5 0.1 2

Stafford 2 2 0.2 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 3 4 0.4 .6
Tamworth 0.1 0.2 0 0.4

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 6 11 1 11

North Warwickshire 1 1 0.1 2

Nuneaton & Badworth 0 0.1 0 0.4

Rugby 0.3 0.4 0 0.4

Stratford-on-Avon 4 6 3 47

Warwick 1 2 1 11

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 6 9 5 61

Bromsgrova 0 0.1 0 0

Malvern a 13 0 0 1

Redditrfi 0.1 0.1 0 0

Worcester 5 3 0 0
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Source: Ataslen tinliranmenial (Figures may not total due to rounding)

Local authority Total Maximum
Electricity |MW

Capacity)

Percentage of
Total (%)

Goad and
Moderate

Opportunities
(Capacity MW)

Percentage of
Good and
Moderate

Opportunities
(%)

Wychavon 8 11 2 21

Wyre Forest 3 5 0 0.2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 27 ST 2 21

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 72 100 7 TOO

Figure 3-18 illustrates the proportion of small scale hydropower in each upper tier authority.

Figure 3-18; Potential accessible small scale hydropower resource by upper tier authority
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Capacity to 2030 and 2050

No future predictions are made on changes to the potential small hydropower capacity by
2030 or 2050. ft is unlikely that up to 2050 the Environment Agency would allow
significantly more barriers to be built across rivers, as this runs contrary to many of their
aims. This means that the potential capacity is unlikely to increase. However, it may
decrease, if the Environment Agency achieves a number of its aims, under the individual
River Basin Management Plans, to remove barriers which have a negative impact on fish
passage". Climate change could also have an impact on the available resource, by changing
the How duration curves at a site (i.e. the pattern of flow rates through a river). These changes
are difficult lo quantify for this broad scale study.

http. • www.en v i roi i nten i-agency,gw-u k'rcscari’h;p I mining/33 106.aspx
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Conclusion

3J27 The West Midlands has a theoretical potential accessible resource for small scale hydropower
of 7L6MW, although it is likely that only a fraction of that resource presents a moderate to
good development opportunity once practical and environmental constraints are taken into
account. This assessment covers the whole of the West Midlands region; a mote detailed
parallel study has also been carried out for hydropower sites along the River Severn and
Terne.
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Microgeneration
DEFINITION AND SCOPE

Microgeneration typically refers to renewable energy
systems that can be Integrated into buildings to primarily
serve "ire on-site energy demand. They are applicable to
both domestic and non-domestic buildings and can be
connected to the grid although this is not required as most
of the output is used on-site. Thus microgeneration
systems are typically designed and sized either in relation
to the on-site demand nr in proportion to the physical
constraints on-site such as availacis space, which ever Is
more appropriate

Microgeneration technologies cover the Full range of
renewable energy categories: wind, sotar, biomass,
hydropower and heat pumps. Technoiogtes that directly
depend on the built environment capacity to take
microgeneration systems are solar solar water heating
(thermal) and solar photovoltaics (electric) and heat
pumps-ground source heat pumps and air source heat
pumps.

in terms of assessing the regional opportunities and
constmints for deployment. the microgeneration wind,
biomass and hydropower categories ere captured
elsewhere in this report.

Source: OSCC, JOTO

Microgeneration - solar

Main Assumptions

3.128 The assumptioriis made for solar inicrogcncraiion were consistent with the DECC
methodology. However, the DECC methodology was unclear: as to what assumption should
be made for the average unit capacity for industrial properties. In this case, it was assumed
that the average size for solar was lOkW for industrial properties. This figure has been used
in other regional renewable capacity studies including the North West Renewable Energy
Capacity Study from 2010. More details on the assumptions can be found in Annex B.

Resufts

3. 1 29 Table 3-19 details the electrical potential of solar photovoltaics (PV) and the heat potential of
Solar Thermal technology. It can be seen that according to the DECC methodology; the West
Midlands region has a potential of 1.378MW of Solar PV and I.153MW of solar thermal.
The greatest potential can be found in LAs with the must urban characteristics. The estimates
for solai' PV and solar thermal arc not exclusive - that is both can be achieved together.
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Table 3-19: Potential accessible solar microgeneration resource
Local authority Electricity

(MW Capacity)
Percentage of
Elec. Total (%)

Heat
[MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

Herefordshire 67 5 53 5

Telford & Wrekin 3$ 3 31 3

Shropshire 116 8 90 5

Stake on Trent 55 4 46 4

BirmIngham 194 14 169 15

Solihull 41 3 36 3

Coventry 65 4 52 4

Wolverhampton 51 4 43 4

Walsall 53 4 44 4

Sandwell 64 5 51 4

Dudley 86 6 70 6

Cannock Chasa 22 2 18 2

East Staffordshire 32 2 25 2

Lichlield as 2 21 2

Newcaslie-urtdec-Lyme 28 2 24 Z

South Staffordshire 27 2 22 2

Stafford 40 3 34 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 29 2 22 2

Tamworth 15 1 12 1
STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 219 16 179 16

North Warwickshire 20 1 16 1

Nuneaton S Bedworth 66 5 67 6

Rugby 26 2 22 2

Stratford-on-Avon 44 3 35 3

Warwick 34 2 29 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 190 14 168 15

Bromsgrove 25 2 19 2

Malvern 26 .2 23 2

Redditch 16 1 14 1

Worcester 20 1 17 2

Wychavon 35 3 30 3

Wyra Forest 24 2 19 2
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Local authority Electricity
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Elec. Total (%)

Heat
(MW Capacity)

Percentage of
Heat Total (%)

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 143 11 123 11

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 1>378 100 1.15$ 100
Source: SQW 'Figures mar not total due to roundm/p

3,130 Figure 3-19 shows I he proportion of solar PV and thermal solar microgeneration in each of
the upper tier authorities.

Figure 3-19: Potential accessible micrugeneration solar resource (for electricity & heat production) by
upper tier authority

Herafordshira
Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire

o Stake-on-Trani
Birmingham

E Solihu
Coventry

o Wolverhampton

Walsai
Sandwell
Dudley
Staffordshire

a Warwickshire
Worcestershire

Swn' S{M'

Capacity lo 2030 and 2050

3,131 The resource assessment for residential properties tn 2030 & 2050 was based on Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS1 allocations projected forward. The resource assessment for industrial
& commercial buildings in 2030 and 2050. was based on employee number growth using a
UK-wide benchmark of 0.5% per annum.

Conclusion

3.132 The West Midlands has a potential resource 1 n378MW for PV microgctioration and 1 . 153MW
for solar water heating.

Microgeneration - heat pumps

Main Assumptions

3.133 The potential renewable resources in the microgeneration heat pumps category of the DECC
methodology consist of Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP) and Air Source Heat PLimps
(ASHP), Each of these resources is detailed individually under its own heading in the
following sections.

3.134 The assumptions made for microgeneration heat pumps are consistent with the DECC
methodology; of!' grid properties were identified from the Centre for Sustainable Energy’s
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'Identifying and quantifying the prevalence of hard to treat homes ' 2006 study which
identifies these by local authority. Further information is provided concerning off grid
properties in para 4.55. A detailed list of the assumptions made for each of the technologies
can be found in Annex B.

Results

3.135 Tabic 3-20 details the potential accessible microgeneration heat pump resource for the West
Midlands and its local authorities. It can be seen that the West Midlands has potential
resource of HjO?3MW of heat. Birmingham has the largest resource, consistent with its more
urban characteristics. The split between air source heat pumps and ground source heat pumps
is 80:20 which is explained later within the section,

Table 3-20: Potential accessible microgeneration heat pump resource
Local authority Heat (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Herefordshire 485 4

Telford & Wrekin 304 3

Shropshire 8SI S

Stoke on Trent 463 4

Birmingham 1.6M 15

Sofihull 356 3

Coventry 536 5

Wolverhampton 511 5

Walsall 437 4

Sandwell 464 4

Dudley 594 5

Cannock Chase 200 2

East Staffordshire 239 2

Lichfield 209 2

NtivcaslUe-under-Lyme 230 2

South Staffordshire 212 2

Stafford 297 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 212 2

Tamworth 127 1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 1.727 16

North Warwickshire 142 1

Nuneaton & Bedworth 444 4

Rugby 294 2
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Local authority Heat (MW Capacity) Percentage of Total (%)

Stratford-on-Avon 323 3

Warwick 2B2 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 1,396 13

Bromsgrove 196 2

Malvern 210 2

Reddilch 156 1

Worcester 108 2

Wychavon 301 3

Wyre Forest 205 2

WORCESTERSHiRE TOTAL 1.256 11

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 11,073 ICO

SfliflW wiav .ny/ fofa/ t/we fy ^oiimSni.g^

3., 1 36 Figure 3-20 illustrates the proportion of the heat pump resource in each of the upper tier
authorities.

Figure 3-20: Potential accessible microgeneration heat pump resource (for heat production) by upper
tier authority

Herefordshire
Telford & Wrekin
Shropshire
Sloie-on-Trenl
Bimngham
Sofihull
Coventry
Wbtverhamp$ri

n Walsall
Sandw el

n Dudiey
Staffordshire
Warwickshire

h Worcestershire

\oitrce: SyII'

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.137 The resource assessment for residential properties in 2030 & 2050 was based on RSS
allocations projected forward. The resource assessment for industrial & commercial buildings
in 2030 and 2050, was based on employee number growth using a UK-wide benchmark of
0.5% per annum.
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Conclusion

3.138 The West Midlands has a poienlial accessible microgcneration heat pump resource of
XifQ?3MW.

Ground Source Heat Pumps

Main Assumptions

3.139 The assumptions made for microgeneration GSHPs are consistent with the DECC
methodology, However, the DTCC methodology was unclear as to what assumption should
he made for the percentage of commercial properties with potential for heat pumps. In this
case it was assumed that 10% of commercial properties were suitable. The split between
GSHPs and ASI IPs was assumed to be 20% GSHP and 80% ASHP. The reasons for this are
that ASI IPs are suitable for installation in more properties and cause less disruption when
installing; hence, making them more attractive to potential customers. A detailed list of the
assumptions made for each of the technologies can be found in Annex B.

flesuffs

3.140 Table 3-21 details the potential accessible heat resource from microgencration GSHPs. The
potential capacity for the West Midlands region is 2,2 1 jMW with Birmingham providing the
single biggest potential resource with over 15% proportion of the total. It is widely accepted
that in reality the largest potential is likely to be realised within off-grid residential properties
and therefore the resource capacity less that that could be provided from on-grid residential
properties is also detailed below. This reduces the overall capacity by almost 60% as shown
in Table 3-2 1 .

Table 3-21: Potential accessible microgeneralion GSHP resource

Local authorrty Beet (MW
Capacity)

Percentage of
Total (%)

Heat (MW
Capacity) less

existing co grid
residential
pioperty23

Percentage of
Total (%)lcss

existing on grid
residential
property

Herefordshire 97 4 S4 7

Telford & Wrekin $1 3 22 2

Shropshire 170 S 127 14

Stoke on Trent 93 4 25 3

Birmingham 339 1S 76 9

Solihull 72 3 19 2

Coventry 107 5 24 3

Wolverhampton 102 5 21 2

Walsall 87 4 24 3

This includes commercial, industrial, community and public buddings, existing off grid residential mid future
residential property.
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Source: SQH (f igures mtn1 wn/ fo fWtfJJdiftgjI

Local authority Heat (MW
Capacity)

Percentage of
Totaf (%)

Heat (MW
Capacity) less

existing on grid
residential
prppert/'

Percentage of
Totat

existing on grid
residential
property

Sandwell 93 4 27 3

Dudley 119 5 40 4

Cannock Chase 40 2 24 3

East Staffordshire 48 2 22 2

Lichfield 42 2 22 2

Mewcastle-brnder-Lyme 46 2 14 2

South Staffordshire 42 2 16 2

Stafford 59 3 30 3

Staffordshire Moctiands 42 2 20 2

Tamwodh 25 1 7 1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 345 16 157 17

North Warwickshire 28 1 14 2

Nuneaton & Bedworth 89 4 57 6

Rugby 41 2 17 2

Stratfond-on-Avon 65 3 43 5

Warwick 56 3 24 3

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 279 13 155 17

Brpmsgrave 39 2 17 2

Malvern 42 2 28 3

Redditch 31 1 10 1

Worcester 38 2 12 1

Wychevon 60 3 40 4

Wyre Forest 41 2 16 2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 251 11 124 14

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 2,215 100 906 100

Conclusion

3,141 The West Midlands has a potential accessible GSHP resource of 2,2 1 5MW.
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Air Source Heat Pumps

Main Assumptions

3.142 The assumptions made fur micrugeneration ASHPs are consistent with the DECC
methodology. The previous section details the assumptions concerning the percentage of
commercial properties with potential for heat pumps and the percentage split between GSHPs
and ASHPs. A detailed list of the underlying assumptions can be found in Annex B.

3.143 Table 3-22 details the potential accessible midegeneration ASHP resource for the West
Midlands and its local authorities. The potential heat resource is S,S59MW for the region.
Again the capacity less on-grid residential properties has been identified which reduces the
overall potential substantially from 8,859MW to 3,623MW.

Table 3-22: Potential accessible microgeneration ASHP resource
Local authority Heat {MW

Capacity}
Percentage of

Total (%)
Heat (MW

Capacity] less
existing on grid

residential
property

Percentage of
Total (%) less

existing on grid
residential
property

Herefordshire Tea 4 25$ 7

TelfordiWrehln 243 3 87 2

Shropshire $81 B 50$ 14

Stoke on Trent 37& 4 99 3

Birmingham 1,355 15 312 9

Solihull 23$ 3 77 2

Coventry 429 5 95 3

Wolverhampton 409 5 83 2

Walsall 349 4 95 3

Sandwell 371 4 109 3

Dudley 475 5 «0 4

Cannock Chase 160 2 96 3

East Staffordshire 191 2 89 2

Lichficid 167 2 $7 2

Newcastle-under-Lyme 184 2 58 2

South Staffordshire 170 2 71 2

Stafford 237 3 11$ 3

Staffordshire Moorlands 170 2 81 2

Tamworth 102 1 27 1

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 1,381 18 $23 17
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3.144

ionn'e;SyIf fFigures wmi firj? in/a/ due f& rounding}

Local authority Heat (MW
Capacity)

Percentage of
Total (%)

Heat (MW
Capacity) less

existing on grid
residential
property

Percentage of
Total {%) less

existing on grid
residential
property

North Warwickshire 114 1 56 2

Nuneaton & 3edworth 355 4 227 6

Rugby 163 2 69 2

Stratford-on-Avon 259 3 170 5

Warwick 225 3 97 3

WARWICKSHERE TOTAL 1,116 13 619 17

BrdmSgrove 156 2 70 2

Malvern 2 113 3

ReddHch 125 1 42 1

Worcester 150 2 4S 1

Wychavon 241 3 166 4

Wyre Forest 164 2 65 2

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 1.005 11 497 14

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 8,as9 100 3,623 106

Conclusion

The West Midlands has a potential accessible ASHP resource of 8,859MW.
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Solar farms and solar infrastructure

Solar farms

3.145 Solar PV Farms represent a potentially considerable renewable energy resource that were not
covered in the DECC methodology. These consist of stand alone arrays of solar pancig
erected above ground in locations where there is maximum solar radiation. Nationally, there
has been considerable interest from developers due to the financial rewards to be obtained via
Feed in Tariffs, but also significant concerns from environmental objectors, with regards to
visual impact, particularly where there have been proposals for (he installation of solar farms
within designated areas.

Figure 3-21: Solar farm array

DECC. HJO

3. MF Currently, the UK produces 1 OMW solar power, but solar farms have the potential to increase

this considerably up to 20 are currently in the process of being installed across Cornwall
with the potential of creating an additional 2OMW capacity. The best locations in the UK for
solar irradiation are in the south west of England, but it is considered that with continual
improvement in solar panel technology, all of southern England and Wales, and parts of the
Midlands may be suitable. Figure 3-22 shows solar radiation levels across the UK.

3.147 In order to identify' the potential capacity for solar farms across the West Midlands, the urban
areas and potentially landscape designation areas could be excluded leaving the largely rural
areas of Herefordshire. Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire. Within
these areas, sites could be identified through a constraint focused approach taking into
account solar radiation, aspect, slope and access to grid connections.

3.14S Sites for solar farms are generally between 7.5 and 13 hectares, flat and not shaded by nearby
trees or buildings. There is no current publicised specification for the amount of solar
radiation required, although applications have been made for solar farms in the West
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Midlands (recent example in Wyehavon) suggesting that radiation levels are sufficiently high
for solar farms to be viable.

Figure 3-22: Solar radiation map of the UK

Source Met Office, 2010

UK Solar Radiation Maps
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3. 1 49 Consultation with Natural England revealed that there is no presumption against solar farms
and each application should be assessed on its merits including within designated areas such
as AONBSi Overall, it is considered thai as temporary structures, solar arrays should nut have
a substantial impact un the landscape, but there may negative impacts on breeding birds and
wetland invertebrates and they may not be appropriate within peat landscapes due to the need
to provide access for installation and maintenance.

3,150 Current deployment of solar farms is veiy much developer led with the current Feed in Tariff
(FIT) incentive leading to a groundswell of interest, although the Government’s response to
the FIT consultation published in February 201! may lead this to reduce once ongoing
reviews of the FIT arc completed.

3.151 Based on the evidence presented above, it is clear that solar farms have the potential to make
a contribution to the renewable energy mix in the West Midlands, but at this stage I here are
considerable uncertainties in the way that this may be realised. Further, more localised,
analysis is recommended if local authorities wish to quantify the potential resource capacity
for solar farms.
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Solar infrastructure

3.152 Solar PV from infrastructure is also a viable technology. Assessment of its potential should
be through adopting a similarly constraints focussed approach (excluding urban areas and
landscape designations) to assess the potential for PV units to be installed. As well as
excluding those areas specified, solar arrays arc only truly effective when erected in south
facing, unshaded locations. The UK's first motorway solar PV array was installed on a noise
barrier on the M27 in 2004 as part of a research project. The 50m long solar panel was
installed by solarccnlury for the Highways Agency. It generates up to 1 1 kW of electricity.

3.153 We have not undertake a detailed assessment, but as a means of illustrating how this could be
taken further, we have undertaken the following analysis based solely on the potential to
install arrays on roadsite sides. Within the West Midlands, there are 329.8km of motorway
which do not fall within designated or urban areas (as shown in Figure 3-23). Assuming 25%
of the potential roadside sites fur arrays are south facing and not shaded provides potentially
82.45km of motorway on which solar arrays could be installed. If solar panels, 50m in length
with the potential to generate 1 IkW electricity per panel, were installed along half of this area
(equivalent 41.2km). then there could be the potential to create 9,062KW or 9MW across the
whulc of the West Midlands. Discussions with the Highways Agency did not involve
consideration of the above approach, as their view is that the constraints and difficulties
associated with Solar PV from highways infrastructure are insunnuunlablc (on safety,
maintenance, biodiversity, orientation and economic grounds) and therefore no capacity
should be identified.

3,154 This figure has not been disaggregated to the specific local authorities within which I he
motorways lie. nor has capacity been projected forwards to 2030 or 2050 due to I he
uncertainly as regards future motorway development.

3. 155 Solar infrastructure cart also utilise large buildings such as stadia. We have not undertaker] an
assessment of capacity for such systems, but the largest installation in the UK is the
Alexander Stadium in Birmingham which has a capacity of 102 kWh and was installed in
2004,
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Figure 3-23: Map showing motorways in the West Mintancis, plus designated and urban areas
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Source. Produced bySQW, 2010. C Ordnunce Survey . Cww« Copyri^tL License number 1000190S6. Digital Mop Data £
Collins BarihotOnw Lid (2007). d Natural England 2010
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Low carbon energy potential
3. 1 56 Low carbon energy is defined for the purposes of the DECC methodology as Combined Heat

and Power (CHP) or tri-generat ion (to include cooling), and district healing schemes. Whilst
not directly fulfilling commitments under the UK Renewable Energy Strategy, low ca toon

sources of energy supply will be an important part of the mix of technologies that the West
Midlands can employ to reduce carbon emissions. In the long term, out to 2050, it will be
increasingly necessary to decarbonise our energy supply; meanwhile, low7 carbon technologies
represent potentially cost effective alternative solutions for energy generation. Both district
heating and CHP plants can be fuelled by a number of sources, including biomass. The
choice of fuels can affect the overall carbon savings for a plant.

3.157 At a national level, energy policy is being developed io help meet the significant heat and
low-carbon energy requirement of the UK, For example, DECC is currently developing the
Renewable Heal Incentive (RHI)3^, aimed al encouraging the use of renewable heat sources.

Methodology

3, 1 58 Unlike most of the renewable energy categories which are assessed on the basis of the supply
side (i.e. resource availability), low carbon opportunities referred to in the DECC
methodology are a function of available heal demand.

3.159 The low carbon capacity of a region cannot be calculated solely by assessing the heat demand
of its properties, since the viability of CUP or district heating is dependent not only on the
viability of heat, but the density of that heat demand. This is because the cost of pipe required
to transport heal is very high and there are heat losses though transportation, which also
means that (lie plant used for generating the low carbon energy is likely to need tn be close to
its demand.

3.160 In order io make evaluations about the viability of an area for CHP or district heating, the
DECC methodology introduces The concept of 'heat density’. This is defined as the annual
heat demand, divided by the number of hours in a year, which is then divided by area in km".
Higher density urban areas will have a higher heat demand per km' and hence would be
expected to have lower district heating costs and greater potential for cost effective schemes.
The DECC methodology states that if the heat density exceeds 3,000kW the heal density
is considered to be high and, district heating is likely to be economically viable in a high
proportion of buildings, such as flats.

Developing a Heat Map

3.161 For this study, a new heat map has been developed, calculating the heat densities across the
West Midlands. The map is based on DECC’s Middle Level Super Output Area (MLSOA)
gas consumption statistics” A boiler efficiency of 80% was used as an assumption to
convert gas consumption to heat demand- it is important to note that ibis assumption is more

24 DECC Rqic^&ble Heal Incentive
hnp / W WW..<iccc.gov qMnV«intent/Cttl3/wil»t_we ctoAlk Mjpply energy miyrencwihle.poli.cyTerLe\VLhle heiLincenc^e.'iiiccnh
vc.ajpx
25 hf^/Avvrvr.dtra-gov.uVE^contCTii'cnw^mticVregionnl.'iTiLswJlsoai'mlsris^^
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robust for converting domestic usage, than commercial and industrial usage, as industrial
processes may consume gas for uses other than heal production, Heat demand met by other
fuels such as coal and oil are not accounted for, as data at MLSOA level is not available.
Once the annua! heat demand for the MLSOAs had been calculated, it was converted into
heat density by dividing it by the area of the MLSOA. The developed heat map produced
results similar to the DECC Heal Map3<? and a previous West Midlands heal map" . The West
Midlands map has been used to assess where the domestic, commercial and industrial and
overall heal demand is sufficient to exceed the DECC heat density threshold,

3.162 Each MLSOA in the region was examined and where the total heal density exceeded 3,000
kW/km’. an area was judged to he a candidate for one of the low carbon technologies such as
district heating or CHP. The heat density for all the candidate areas were then aggregated
together to give a total low carbon energy' potential for each authority and the region.

Results

3,163 Table 3-23 details the results of the low carbon energy potential for each authority and the
total for the West Midlands. The table is split into Eve columns to illustrate the source of the
heat demand in each area. The columns indicate where the heat density threshold is reached
through domestic, industrial and commercial and only through a domestic, industrial and
commercial combined demand. Where the threshold has been reached solely through
domestic or commercial and industrial demand in a MLSOA, the additional demand (i.e. from
the other sector) for the MLSOA has been noted in the fourth column. This is because; for
example, in an area where there is sufficient domestic demand a CUP plant could also supply
the commercial demand, though by itself it does not reach the threshold. To simplify the
outputs of this assessment, the total low carbon potential for each authority and (he West
Midlands is also presented.

Tabic 3-23 Low Carbon Energy Potential

Local aulhortly Domestic
Demand
GWhr/yr

Commercial
Demand
GWhr/yr

Above

kw/km2
only with

Combined
Demand

(GWhriyr)

Additional
demand in

the area
(GWhr/yr)

Total
Demand

(GWhr/yr)

% of Total
Demand

Herefordshire 0 0 0 0 0 0

Telford X Wrekin 0 0 315 0 315 2

Shropshire D 0 0 0 0 0

Stoke on Trent 73 24« 652 155 1,125 7

Birmingham 1,669 1,525 2,404 637 6.254 40

Soilhull 55 0 363 2 440 3

Coventry 446 257 441 141 1.315 0

Wolverhampton 161 127 666 53 1,052 7

26 1 1:.!n vhp,dlcc.em.uk.httntmLn•

27 Ilaknow Group Limited. April 200S, Heat Mapntnp andpeccntrahted Ebcrgy Feasibility Study A Report ftu Advantage
Wei Midlands
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Source: Masten Environmental (Figures may not total due to rounding/

Local authority Domestic
Demand
GWhrfyr

Commercial
Demand
GWhr/yr

Above
3000

kw/kmJ
only with

Combined
Demand
(GWhr/yr}

Additional
demand in

the area
iGWhr/yrj

Total
Demand

pWhrfyr)

% of Total
Demand

Walsall 66 205 368 68 707 5

Sandwelt 227 227 1,173 60 1,606 11

Dudley 111 0 366 31 1,008 7

Cannock Chase 41 83 0 42 166 1

East Staffordshire 0 194 54 60 307 2

Lichfield 0 0 37 0 37 02

Newcastle-under-Lyme 50 0 222 7 276 2

South Staffordshire 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stafford 0 0 55 0 55 G.4

Staffordshire
Moorlands 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tamworth 0 0 125 0 125 0.6

STAFFORDSHIRE
TOTAL 90 277 493 199 969 5

North Warwickshire 0 0 D 0 O 0

Nuneaton & Bedworth 0 0 65 0 65 0.4

Rugby 0 0 213 0 213 1

Stratford-on-Avan 0 0 0 0 0 Q

Warwick 75 86 21 162 1

WARWICKSHIRE
TOTAL 75 0 365 21 461 3

Brgmsgrove 0 0 0 D 0 0

Malvern 0 0 0 0 0 0

Redditch 0 a D 0 0 0

Worcester 0 0 126 0 126 1

Wychavon 0 0 47 0 47 0.3

Wyre Forest 0 0 52 0 52 0.3

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL 0 o 226 0 226 1

WEST MIDLANDS
TOTAL 2992 2096 3366 1306 15559 ioo

3.]64 It can be see that the theoretical potential for low carbon energy technologies in the West
Midlands is 15,559^fWhr/yr, with the more densely built environment of Birmingham
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accounting for over 40% of this. It is worth noting that this reflects a theoretical potential tor
low carbon energy development. The amount that could be harnessed in reality would be
dependent on a more detailed assessment of the candidate sites with economic and
engineering surveys carried out to evaluate individual site suitability. The feasibility of
district heating schemes may increase if they are in close proximity to energy recovery
facilities, large thermal power stations, C’f IP plants or large point heat loads, The location of
these has been identified from the DECC CHP register and heat map and an example area is
presented in Figure 3-24.

Figure 3-24 Example area of Low Carbon Technology Candidate Areas

Srmw .■Wtw/w Effrimw™'

3.165 Figure 3-24 illustrates the candidate areas across part of rhe West Midlands where the greatest
potential for low carbon energy potential exists. The map of the whole West Midlands is
presented in the annex along with the location of energy recovery facilities, large thermal
power stations, CHP plants or large point heat loads. The number of large point loads may
increase in the future as for example more energy recovery facilities come online.

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3.166 DECC’s 205U Pathways Analysis1* shows that to 2050, heating and cooling usage may
increase by 75% or could decrease by 60%. The range in predictions is a function of the
changes in energy efficiency and usage assumptions that are made for the different

In addition to the difficulties in estimating overall change in heat demand,
predicting the location and thus density of this demand presents another level of uncertainty
which would limit the utility of any predictions in the change in low carbon energy potential

'1 httpV-Www.dccc.gov.uk/en'contei^ we_dtvlc_uk.''205lt 2050.Mpx
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to the 2050 horizon. This means that no projections of the resource available in 2030 or 2050
have been made.

Conclusion

3.167 The West Midlands has a low carbon energy potential of 15^59 GWhrZyr (j.e 1,71 1 MW),
This is a very large, untapped energy source for potential exploitation. As such, this is an
energy source that clearly wan ants further detailed investigation. Currently, the high cost of
developing such schemes means that few across the UK have been realised. It would require
a step change in uptake to utilise a significant proportion of this available resource.
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Waste Heat Assessment
3468 No regional waste heat assessment methodology is outlined in the DECC mclhodulogy.

However, it was considered important to include within this study as part of the overall
assessment of low carbon sources. As such, the study team developed a methodology
specifically for the West Midlands.

3.169 Waste heat is heat produced within a process which is not in a directly useful form (e.g. heat
produced by air conditioning system, heat from tin exhaust, or heat radiated from a blast
furnace). Though no longer directly useful Io the initial process. this heat could be put to use
if there is an end-user which requires the heat and a way to recover it. This means that three
factors arc required for a waste heat recovery system:

• an accessible source of waste heat

• a recovery techno I ogy

• a use for (he recovered heat energy.

3.170 The uses for recovered heat and depend on the nature of the end uses and the quality of the
heal (e.g high or low temperature) but can include:

• combustion air preheating

* power generation

* steam generation

space heating

• water preheating.

3.171 These uses for the heat often have to be very close to the source due to the cost of piping and
the heat losses accrued in transportation.

3. 1 72 This assessment will attempt to identify potential sources of waste heat and then discuss the
possible constraints on accessing this resource and its potential uses.

Identifying Waste Heat Sources

3.173 Potentially useful waste heat can come from a number of industrial, commercial and public
activities. The nature of the heat produced can radically affect the utility of the resource-
Waste heal sources can be divided into high, medium and low temperature sources; the
general advantages and disadvantages of these are outlined in Table 3-24:
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Table 3-24: Sources, Advantage and Disadvantages of High. Medium and Low Temperature Waste
Heat.

5'piwTe. .Ifadi/ied from &CS

Temperature
Rango {OC} Example Sources Advantages Qisadvantages I Barriers

High 650 - 1650+

Nickel Relining Furnace
Steel Furnace
Hydrogen Plant

High-quality energy usable to a
diverse range of end-uses with
varying temperature
requirements.

High temperature creates
high thermal stresses on
heat exchange materials

Glass Matting Furnace
Coke Oven

Blast Furnace

High-efficiency power
paneration.

Increased chemical
activity/corroslon.

Medium 230 -

Steam boiier exhaust

Gas turbine exhaust
Mora compatible with heat
exchanger materials

650 Reciprocating engine exhaust

Ovens
Cement kiln

Practical for power generation

Low < 230

Process steam condensate

Cooling water from air
conditioning. internal
combustion engines etc.

Ovens

Hot processed liqurdsysotlds

Large quantities of low-
tempereture heat can be
sourced from a large number
processes.

Few end uses lor low
temperature heat (e.g
space heating, domestic
water healing).

Low-efficiency power
gensratpon.

Low temperatures can
increase corrosion of heat
exchangers.

Methodology

3. i 74 For this study, the Interdepartmental Business Register" was used to identify the number of
enterprises in each authority that could potentially be sources of high, mcdiutn and low waste
heat. The register breaks down enterprises into categories by Standard Industrial
Classifications (SICs) (which classifies based on the type of economic activities a business is
engaged in10). Table 3-25 outlines those SICs assessed to have the potential to be high,
medium and low temperature waste heat sources. This categorisation was based on assessing
the typical types of processes and activities untaken in each sector.

f

f11:p w.1 11;innbourbootl slu t ist ic s.hov.iik/iiissemmat ir 1 1 1 jilti>J।r 'p:inu -■ ,in.i1v'.i>nintuuid;inee-nnaIvss.sanIcIc s :dhr
is-io-surinon-locahauthcin;es.hr u

!S 11lip; www,suitisiii~6.kuy.11h’methods juaIHv aiL'.'coni<?:iis. jy>
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Table 3-25: Potential Waste Heat Source Classification by Standard Industrial Classifications

SonrCf.' 7nc/ra'fria/ CJassificcrf/vn

Temperature
Range

Standard Industrial Classifications

19 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products

20 Manufacture of chemicats and chemical products

High 35 Electricity; gas: steam and air conditioning supply

38 Waste collection; treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery

39 Remediation activities and other waste management services

10 Manufacture of food products

11 Manufacture of beverages

Medium 23 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

24 Manufacture of basic metals
25 Manufacture of fabricated metal products; except machinery ano equipment

03 Fishing and aquaculture

11 Manufacture of beverages

12 Manufacture of tobacco products

13 Manufacture of textiles
14 Manufacture of wearing apparel

15 Manufacture of leather and related products

16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork; except furniture; manufacture of
articles of straw and plaiting materials
17 Manufacture of paper and paper products

21 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical

22 Manufacture of rubbar and plastic products
LOW 26 Manufacture of computer; e'ectronic and optical products

27 Manufacture of electrical equipment

28 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
29 Manufacture of motor vehicles: trailers and semi-trailers

30 Manufacture of other transport equipment
31 Manufacture of furniture

32 Other manufacturing

37 Sewerage

52 Warehousing and support activities for transportation

S3 Human health activities

93 Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities

3.175 Due to the nature of the SICs, it is impossible to know the exact nature of the processes at
each enterprise and as such to quantify the potential untapped waste heat resource through
this study. However it does give an indication of the number of opportunities available in the
West Midlands.

Results

3*176 The number of potential high, medium and low temperature waste heats sources for each local
authority is outlined in Table 3-26:
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Table 3-26: Potential Waste Heat Source Classification by Standard Industrial Classifications

Local authority
Potential High

Temperature Heat Sources
Potential Medium

Temperature Heat Sources
Potential Low

Temperature Heat
Sources

No. of
Enterprise

% of total
Enterprise

No. of
Enterprise

% of total
Enterprise

Ne. of
Enterprise

% of total
Enterprise

Herefordshire 39 0.32 215 2 595 6

Telford & Wrekin 25 0.57 150 3 360 8

Shropshire 50 0.35 320 2 935 6

Stoke on Trent 40 0.74 205 5 465 9

Birmingham 95 0.37 870 3 2,150 8

Solihull 15 0.22 85 1 420 6

Coventry 30 0.40 235 3 595 8

Wolverhampton 60 1.00 310 5 510 8

Walsall 45 0 70 425 7 640 10

Sandwell 56 0-31 535 8 650 10

Dudley 70 0.75 515 6 775 9

Cannock Chase 15 0 4e 115 2 260 8

East Staffordshire 20 D.49 130 3 245 6

Lfohfietd 20 0.47 115 2 2BO 7
Newcastle-under-
Lyme 5 D.16 65 5 280 9

South Staffordshire 15 0.39 105 3 280 7

Stafford 20 0.42 100 1 315 7

Staffordshire
Moorlands 15 0.39 100 3.14 245 0

Tamworth 10 0.48 65 5.15 165 8

STAFFORDSHIRE
TOTAL 120 0.41 815 3.69 2,070 7

North Warwickshire 15 0.57 100 3.1B 200 B
Nuneaton ft
Bedworth 15 0.49 145 2.72 225 7

Rugby 5 0.13 B5 2.04 255 7

Slralford-Oh-AvOn 25 0.34 160 2.73 455 6

Warwick 15 0.23 eo 2.10 410 6

WARWICKSHIRE
TOTAL 75 0 32 580 2.60 1,546 7

Bromsgrove 15 0.36 75 4.09 260 6

(
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Source Masten Environmental (Figures tnoy nor mtal due io rounding}

Malvern to 0.25 85 2.80 280 7

Redditch 10 0.39 175 3.81 220 9

Worcester 5 0.13 65 4.75 200 7

Wychavon 30 0.51 105 2.23 385 6

Wyre Forest 25 073 90 2.15 265 8

WORCESTERSHIRE
TOTAL 95 0.42 595 1.38 1,610 7

WEST MIDLANDS
TOTAL aos 0.45 5,sac 2.47 13,260 8

3.177 The results of the amilysis reflect the number of enterprises in each authority area, but also
show that the potential high temperature sources are more concentrated in urban authority
areas (e.g. Wolverhampton.) which are more likely to have potential heat users near the
generation sources.

Further Site Specific Assessments

3.17b To develop this initial assessment further to identify the best opportunities for waste heat
resource development within each West Midlands LA. the following steps could be
undertaken:

• Obtain site specific data available for the sites in the SIC categories with (he best
potential to be a waste heat source. This is available on request for Local Authorities
from the Office for National Statistics?’
Compare the locations of these sites with the heat map developed for this study, to
identity sources in areas with high heat densities, and thus potential end-users.

• Approach individual enterprises with the best mixture of heat source and end users to
conduct site specific assessments.

Barriers and Opportunities for Waste Heat Recovery Uptake

3.179 There are a number of barriers and factors which affect the feasibility of accessing individual
opportunities amongst the potential resources identified above. These fall into four main
categories (BCS 200^ cost, temperature restrictions, chemical composition, and
inaccessibility.■'transportability of heat sourcesand arc detailed further below:

• Cost

> long payback periods

”hKp/ww sratisiics.gov uk/idbr/Localauihuriliea.isp
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> material Conslramls and Cost the nature of the waste heat source may
require expensive material to utilise it (e.g, very high temperatures or
corrosive steam)

> economies of Scale - small scale operation are less likely to be economic

> operation and Maintenance Cost,

• Temporalure Restrict!ons

> lack of end-uses

> Heal Transfer Rales - this is reduced if the required temperature difference
between Hie end use and the source is small.

• Chemical Composition - the chemical composition of the heat source can cause
corrosion of equipment, deposition which clogs the system, environmental and
contamination problems.

* 1naccessibi I i ly/Transporlability

> limited space- there may be insufHcicnl space on site for the equipment

> transportability - to transport the recovery heat requires a pressure head
which may require an energy input

> inaccessibility - recovering the heal from some sources may be difficult e.g.
steam produced by cooling hut metals.

Capacity to 2030 and 2050

3. ISO The Waste Heat assessment identifies enterprises with high. medium and low heat operations
based upon Standard Industry Classifications data. There was no quantification of this
resource in terms of capacity and further work is needed to quantify this resource and
understand how it may be projected towards 2030 and 2050.

Conclusions

3.1Si The assessment has shown that across the West Midlands there are multiple potential sources
of waste heal, but more detailed analysis is required to understand the feasibility of accessing
this resource on a site by site basis.

3.182 This assessment has focused on waste heat sources, it should also be noted that where there is
a high demand for heat energy. Combined Heat and Power (CHP) stations can be developed
to meet that demand (as detailed in the previous section). These CHP stations can be
developed specific for this purpose, or plants used to produce electricity (e.g. power stations
and energy recovery facilities) can be adapted to produce usable electricity and heat, however
there are significant barriers to do sojZ. CHP stations can be fuelled by several sources

32 James P.A.B and Bahaj A.S., < April 2009), J’otemial Heat Supply From Current UK Electricity Gcnciaiion And
Its Coiitrib'.itjon To The Uk’s Energy Scenarios And Emissions, University of Souihampton
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including; gas, wood and energy crops, anaerobic digesters and sewage. Previous sections of
this report assessing the energy capacity front biomass sources discuss the potential for
electricity and heat generation from the iast three of these sources.
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4: Grid capacity and constraints

Electricity Transmission and Distribution

Context
4. [ The UK electricity network is one that has seen many alterations, innovations and expansions

since its creation over 120 years ago. These changes have been put in place to accommodate
the rise arid mixed uses of demand together with the variety of generation methods used.

4.2 There are two tiers to the electricity network. The Transmission network delivers ‘bulk’
electricity at high voltages of 400k V and 275kV. ever long distances from the larger power
stations to distribution companies. The Distributton Network provides the majority of
customers with electricity via localised networks operating at 1 32kV and below.

4.3 Transmission electricity flows predominately from the north of the UK. where (he largest
power stations are, to the higher electricity demands in the south. The National Grid operates
this network, known as the Transmission Network Operator (TNO) in England and Wales.

4,4 The distribution network combines electricity from both large and small generating units. The
transmission network provides the distribution networks with 'back-up' supply. if required.
The distribution network can provide access tor generating units with outputs of up to 20MW,
which provides opportunities for a whole range of renewable and low carbon technologies
identified in this study. In terms of generating output connecting to the necessary network, the
general rule is;

• up to 300k W output, usually connect to 4 1 5V, 6.6kV or I IkV lines

• up to 7MW output, usually connect to I IkV, 33kV or 66kV lines

• up to 20MW output usually connect to [32kV lines.

4.5 But in some instances, if there is not a capacity issue, the District Network Operator (DNO)
may recommend connedion to a higher voltage system that is closer to National Grid source,
as overall connection costs may be lower.

4.6 There are two broad types of electricity network operating in the region. The first is a radial
system. In general, this system occurs in more rural areas, with the network operating in a
tree structure with rhe power flowing from root to tip. This type of network is not very
flexible or designed for electricity to flow from tip to root. The second type of system is
known as a mesh. In general, this system occurs in more urban areas, This is a more flexible
system with multiple sources of electricity. The network can have multiple configurations by
closing and opening switches, allowing electricity to flow in a number of different routes
from source to end user.

4.7 Electrical losses are an inevitable consequence of the transfer of energy across electricity
distribution networks. On average, approximately 6% of electricity transported across the
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disiribution networks is reported as losses (specific data is unobtainable from the DNOs).
Several DNOs have suggested that some networks should be replaced for example 6.6 kV
replaced with 1J kVJ\ as higher voltages require lower current to transport electricity and
therefore a reduction in loss.

Future Network Challenges

4.8 Networks face two main challenges, the first is the renewal of ageing grid infrastructure
nearing the end of its life (as most was built in the 1950s and 60s close to coal mining
regions) and the second is reconfiguration, adapting the existing network to incorporate
renewable and low carbon technologies.

4.9 Renewal and reconfiguration, particularly for renewable and low carbon technologies conics

at a cost. These network operating costs arc passed onto consumers, and depending on
location, can range from 4% - 17% of domestic bills'1. The Office of Gas and Electricity
Markets (Ofgem) regulates these charges, by setting caps on revenues every 5 years called
Price Control SsviewK There has been significant investment in ageing networks resulting
from unlocking revenue gained from Price Controlling set by Ofgem. Mainly this investment
is required to assist with rising demand, but in part, to allow for renewable and low carbon
sources to better access the distribution network. So, in theory, opportunities for renewable
and low carbon technologies should have improved,

4.10 Reconfiguration can be challenging, smaller scale generation can have large voltage
fluctuations, faults, reverse power flows, intermittent generation and so on: all must be
managed to ensure reliability. The UK operates a centralised system by way of reliable, large
power stations with economies of scale. Hut with climate change influenced levies,
legislation and regulations a more decentralised system is predicted. This system will
encourage better efficiencies, bui with an increase in the challenges on the reliability and
balancing of the electricity network.

4.H Decarbonisation of the electricity market is currently subject to a consultation, to establish
mechanisms to attract the investment: needed for grid improvement. Ilie Electricity Markel
Review is intended to examine the reforms necessary to achieve the Government's objectives
on decarbonisation, renewable energy, security of supply and affordability. The consultation
period is due to complete this month fotlowing which it is intended that a White Paper will be
launched containing legislative proposals to implement the new electricity market
arrangements.

Distributed Network Operators

4.12 The fourteen regions throughout England, Wales and Scotland, are managed by seven
companies (EDF Energy; Central Networks; GE Electric; Western Power Distribution;
Electricity North West; Scottish Power, and Scottish and Southern), known as Distributing
Network Operators ( DNO).

33 httpilmw.otgem.gov.uWNETWORKS/ELECDlST/POLICY/DtSTCHRGS/Documents1/1302-D3distlcsses.pdf
3i Dolan.S POSTnote 2007. p2
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4.13 A DNOs role is to:

• connect new customers

• reinforce the network to accommodate changing demand

• inspeet and mainuin thc exist ing assets

• fix the networks when they go wrong

• refurbish networks to extend their life where appropriate

• replace the assets when end of their life is reached

• improve customer service

• prepare for emergencies

* protect the environment, including the impacts of climate change, and enable local
generation.

4.14 The role of both the TNOs and DNOs is to maintain, operate, and reinforce these electricity
networks in line with regulations set by Ofgem and laid down in law35.

4,15 The study assessment team have been in close contact with strategic, investment and policy
representatives from the DNOs particularly at EON Central Networks West, and key
development agency contacts. They provided useful information important for this section of
the study, including access to maps, data and provided professional experiences of renewable
and low carbon generators connecting to the distributing networks.

Electricity Distribution Networks in the West Midlands Area

4.16 The West Midlands area is covered by three DNOs

• Central Network West (covering the majority of the West Midlands)

• Central Network East (covering Coventry', Rugby, Burton-on-Trent and Uttoxctcr)

* SP MANWEB (covering Oswestry and North Shropshire).

4.17 To meet the project specification set out for the grid constraints methodology, consultation
with DNOs, FON Central Networks West (CNW) and Central Networks East (CNE), Scottish
Power (SP) and the National Grid was carried out. From this it was possible to obtain and
understand the current electricity and gas distribution network arid capacity across the region.

4.18 Duc to data constraints for electricity it was not possible to access less than 33k V network
data; this is available at a site by site basis from the individual DNO’s, Taking this study
forward to site feasibility we understand that obtaining data from the DNOs is a chargeable
service tor developers and third parties, but free for LAs.

MElectricity Supply Act 1989, Utilities Act 2000, Electricity Supply, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002
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4.19 The DNOs distribution grids are shown in Figure 4-1 below.

Central Network West
4.20 The region covered by the Central Network West's (CNW) distribution networks includes the

majority of the West Midlands conurbation, with the exception of Coventry and Warwick. It
extends from Conglelon in the north to the outskirts of Bristol in the south; and from
Knighton and the Welsh Marches in the west to Banbury in the east. There arc approximately
2.44 million customers connected within the sendee area of 13,000 sq. km.

4.21 The total amount of overhead lines and underground cabling in CNW is presented in the table
below.

Table 4-1: Size of the Central West Distribution Network
Voltage Overhead line (km) Underground Cable (km)
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Central Network West (CNW) Long Term Development Plan

4.22 The current Long Term Development Plan (LTDP) for the CNW sets out how the network is
set to develop to 2015. It has two main point of interest;

"Central Networks West and its predecessors have pursued a strategy of extending
the 132kf network and establishing 132/1ikV transformation in urban areas, where
proven attractive. The strategy was developed in the early 1960s for city centres but
has since been extended and at present approximately 60% of the demand is
supplied through 132/1 IkV networks. "

and

"The Company has extensive 66kV networks, These mesh and radial networks cover
large rural areas, especially the north Cotswolds, Worcestershire, Herefordshire
and the Welsh Marches. Networks at this voltage provide economic and reliable
rural systems, permitting long feeding distances and being of robust construction.
However, same parts of the 66k I7 network in north Worcestershire are ageing and
would require replacement over the next 5 - 10 years. The Company would consider
reinforcement at the 66k.l7 witage level or conversion to 132/i I kV transformation
depending on the solution offering the optimum technical and economical value. "

Planned extensions and capacity issues in the CNW area

4.23 The majority of the planned extensions of the CNW grid are focused in the East Birmingham
district, replacing the underground 33k V cabling with a 132kV/l IkV system as identified in
Figure 4-1.

4.24 CNW, unlike most DNO networks, has no coastline and therefore has no prospect for
connecting offshore wind farms and the potential for land based wind farms has been stated
by CNW as being Timiled’™. The Long Term Development Plan also States that gas fuelled
projects have appeared to have been halted due to recent price rises - however, recent
examples in Birmingham show that it is still possible to develop gas fuelled CHP plants
effectively". and currently the most likely energy sources for generation appear to be landfill
gas, incineration of municipal waste and biomass. CNW has seen considerable growth tn the
number of solar PV installations driven most likely to the introduction of Feed in Tariffs.
They predict that in the near future, there is the possibility of domestic CHP installations,
once it can he made commercially attractive, but the expected take-up remains uncertain.

4.25 According to CNW's LTDS, it has been staled that due to the variability of operations of
existing generators it is difficult to predict how these operators will affect future network
loads. Whilst attempts have been made by C’NW to predict the future generation growth, no
significant provision for future generation based on 2010 loads can be estimated, and take-up
remains uncertain**.

36 bang Term Development Statement. CNW 2DJO, ch4. p4.
http ’'w^iv.birrnmghamenergvsa^ -ers.org.nkJ

’ Lang Turn Development Statement. CNW 3616, eM, p4.
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Central Network East

4.26 The region covered by Central Network East (CNE) distribution networks includes the
majority of the East Midlands along with the cities of Coventry- and Warwick, It extends
from the outskirts of Sheffield in the north, to Mil ton Keynes in the south; and from Uttoxetfct
and Tamworth in the west to the Wash on the East Coast. There are approximately 2.6
million ttistdmers connected within the Company’s service area of 16,000 sq. km.

4.27 The urban areas in the CNE area are mainly served by a 132kv/l Ikv network and rural areas
served by an extensive 33kv network.

Planned extensions and capacity issues in the CNE area

4.28 The LTDP for CNE sets out planned extensions to the network to 2015.

4.29 A new 132/llkV substation is to be installed at the Central Network Coventry South
substation to provide additional security to the electricity supplies to the Coven try and cater
for future growth in load, as identified in Figure 4-1 .

SP MANWEB

4.30 SP MANWEB supplies approximately 1.5 million customers in the north west of England and
north Wales. The geographical area of the West Midlands study area covers just Oswestry and
North Shropshire.

4.31 The 1 32kV and 33kV networks are operated in an interconnected fashion throughout the SP
Manweb area. In urban areas the 33k v network is mainly underground cable and in rural areas
overhead on wooden masts.

Planned extensions and capacity issues in the SP MANWEB area
4.32 The Long Term Development Plan for SP MAN WEB sets out planned extensions to (he

network to 2015.

4.33 There appears to be no planned development In the West Midland’s area covered by SP
MANWEB. Tltc grid that services this area appears to have sufficient spare load capacity al
the current time.

4.34 Opportunities exist for the connection of new load or generation throughout I he SP
MANWEB distribution system. System conditions and connection parameters are site specific
and therefore the economics of a development may vary. Developers are encouraged to
discuss their development opportunities with SP MAN WEB who will advise on connection
issues.

Electricity Connections and Renewable and Low Carbon Deployment

4.35 The DNOs role is central to understanding the feasibility of renewable and low carbon
sources connecting to the local distribution networks as larger renewable and low carbon
sources cannot connect to the grid without consulting the DNO. All the DNOs which serve
the West Midlands recognise in their Long Term Development Plans that there win be more
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small and medium generators wishing to export to their grids in the future and that their
networks will have to adapt to this.

4.36 The distribution networks often have limited spare connection capacity and may require
upgrading or modifying Io allow connection of renewable and low carbon energy generation
sources.

4,37 The generators can only connect to the distribution network subject to a DNO connection
contract. The tasks involved in obtaining connection vary with the size of the generation
plant that is being developed: in general, the larger the plant, the more complex the
connection requirements. There are considerations needed for ali generators, including
current loadings on the local grid, capacity in the system for a new connection, and
reinforcements needed. These issues will all be site specific,

4.38 There is an exception for micro-generation projects, also referred to as Small Scale Embedded
Generation (SSEG), who are not required to enter into a contract with the DNO. SSEG
generators tend not to cause any network connection issues as they are up to 16A per phase
and are considered too low to have any serious impact on the network, In future, as the
density of SSEGs increase, this could put strain on local networks. As a result, DNOs may
have to review their policies towards SSEGs, however it is currently unclear what this may
entail or in fact whether it will prove necessary,

4,39 The five phases from planning to construction can be found in Annex G of the supporting
annexes document; however, it is worth noting that timing is very important. For example.
Phase 3 Design takes up to 90 calendar days for the DNOs engineer to process the
application’"'

Connection Costs and Charges

4.40 As soon as the developer involves the DNO it can start to incur charges. For example at the
planning phase, where a feasibility study is carried out or after the Connection Application (at

the design phase}. In all cases the DNQ must offer fair terms for providing suitable
connect ion services for the proposed generation scheme (regulated by Ofgem), and will only
cover the UNO’s costs.

4.41 Ati Electricity Connections Engineer quoted the following indicative prices for the costs of
feasibility studies carried out by the DNO; it is clearly dependent on the generating capacity.
Up to and including I MVA = £1.240 plus VAT, in stages to 4UMVA - 100MVA = £16,000
plus VAT.

Coste of connection infrastructure

4,42 The connection cost for a generation scheme depends on the nature and extent of the works to
be earned out and other users in the local area. Average costs are difficult to provide as they
can vary greatly. Significant costs are incurred the further the generator is from a substation
(cabling costs can be up to £100/m} and if substations need to be upgraded. See Annex G for
more details,

39 JfrrcO. ef ai DTIr Feb 2004
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4.43 After analysis and discussions with the DNQs, it was said that the less experienced generators
regularly overlook considerations of how they must conned their generating plant to the
distribution network - particularly the 90 day application process time al design phase. It is a
complicated process and therefore communication between the developer and UNO is critical,
particularly in providing detailed input into the site-level feasibility studies.

Grid Constraints and Developing Renewable Electricity in the West
Midlands

4.44 This section discusses the potential effect of grid constraints on particular renewable
technology uptake into the future and identifies potential best practices and actions required to
overcome these constraints.

Grid Constraints and Commercial Wind Power

4.45 As commercial wind capacity develops in the West Midlands into the future, developments
arc likely to focus on relatively isolated windier areas. These areas are generally not well
provided for by the grid. In older for development to happen without grid connection being a
constraining issue, developing the electricity grid will be key.

4.46 The typical size of wind farm development being proposed in the West Midlands currently
has capacities of around 6 MW* These developments would require connections to I IkV,
33kV or 66kV lines, though larger developments (up to 20MW) would need to connect to
1 32k V lines.

4.47 Figure 4-2 shows the major lines (33k V and larger) in the distribution grid that cover the
West Midlands area, detailing the distance to the nearest grid connection. The areas lurthcst
from the grid include the Peak District and parts of the Shropshire [fills. In these areas the
costs of developing wind is likely to be significantly higher than in areas well provisioned for
by the grid.

4.48 In rural areas currently covered by CNW. the DNOs policy is to maintain and replace the
extensive 66kV network. The DNO would consider convening to 132/1 IkV systems
depending on the solution offering the optimum technical and economical value Larger wind
farm developments arc unlikely to be feasible in much of these areas without an upgrade of
the system to 132k V, This upgrade will only happen if a good economic case is put to the
DNOs.

Grid constraints and biomass

4.49 There are likely to be similar issues for the development of large scale biomass as the
resource availability, particularly for plant and anima! biomass, within the more rural areas.
Smaller scale developments may be appropriate to connect to the existing 66kV network.
More urban resources such as waste are better linked to the network and therefore should
have greater potential for deployment,

411 w^W,vci>2wind.Mm
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Grid Constraints and Hydropower

4.50 The largest small scale hydro opportunity identified by the EA in the West Midlands has a
potential maximum power output of I.RRQkW; however the vast majorily are under 300kW.
This means that most hydropower sites will be able toconned to small lines (6.6kV or 1 IkVk
the distribution of which is relatively extensive in the West Midlands. However the distance
to the grid in snore rural areas and spare capacity issues may affect the viability of individual
sites.

Grid Constraints and for Smaller Scale Technologies

4.51 Micro-generation plants that can be defined as Small Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) are
not req uiied to enter into a contract with the DNO. which limits grid constraints upon them. It
also should be noted that if a plant is below 300k W heat and 50kW electricity installed
capacity a smaller connection capacity is required and so it is much easier to connect.

Gas Transmission and Distribution
4.52 The UK’s indigenous gas supply is diminishing. In 2006 the UK became a net gas importer;

by 2020 up to H0% of the UK’s gas will be imported. The Government believes that
increasing the diversity of gas suppliers and supply routes are of key importance for achieving
security of supply"11.

200 k Parliamentary Clfficc of Science and Technology I'OS Tnote no. 230, London
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Gas Distribution Network in the Study Area

4.53 The National Grid (NG) operates the gas networks tn (he West Midlands area, Data was
received from NG which allowed the Study to generate a map of most of the region shown
below in Figure 4-3. This indicates (he extent ofNGs major gas distribution network.

4.54 The regional map show that the gas network coverage correlates with the extent of urban
areas. This provides no surprising results, as networks would have been installed and
upgraded as new domestic and commercial properties were built. The map also identifies
where there is no gas distribution coverage al all and a high-level view of where properties
arc 'off-grid1.

Off-Gas Households

4.55 Table 4-2 and Figure 4-4 highlight the proportion of households within (he West Midlands
Area without a gas connection and shows that in more rural authorities the proportion of
households off the gas network is higher. OfT-gas properties often have to rely on oil or solid
heating which can be far more expensive than a gas system. This means that small scale
technologies such as ground source heating, solar PV or biomass boilcrs/stoves could be well
suited as alternative heat sources in these locations.
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Table 4-3' On and off-grid gas connected households

Local authority Total Number of
Households

Number of Household
Off Gb5

Percentage of
Households Off Gas

Harefordshire 75.076 25,254 34

Telford 4 Wrekin 66,107 5.200 8

Shropshire 42.562 19.977 47

Stoke on Trent 1C9580 4,244 4

Birmingham 410,925 8,565 2

Solihu3l 85,315 3,451 4

Coventry 125,298 4,361 3

Wolverhampton 103.354 5,025 5

Waisal 107,591 4,299 4

Sandwell 123,203 193 0.2

Dudlay 130.374 1,686 1

Cannock Chase 39,560 14,614 38

East Staffordshire 45,090 6,647 15

Lichfield 40,242 9,776 24

Newcastle-under-Lyme 52,323 2,757 5

South Staffordshire 43,441 4,979 12

Stafford 52,931 7,668 15

Staffordshire Moorlands 39,693 6,321 16

Tamworth 30.562 1.629 5

STAFFORDSHIRE TOTAL 34,4037 54,593 16

North Warwickshire 25,760 3.261 13

Nuneaton & Bedwcnh 51.714 2,173 4

Rugby 39,092 4.269 11

Slrefford-cm-Avon 50.522 17.280 34

Warwick 56.724 7.587 13

WARWICKSHIRE TOTAL 223,832 34.570 15

Bromsgrove 37.015 3,708 10

Malvern 31.145 9.971 32

Redditch 34.083 1637 5

Worcester 40,820 1.745 4

Wychavon 48,763 17.503 36

Wyre Forest 41,863 3.673 9
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Source: Maxlen Em'irontnejjtai'

Local authority Total Number of
Households

Number of Household
Off Gas

Percentage of
Households Off Gas

WORCESTERSHIRE TOTAL 233,699 33,237 16

WEST MIDLANDS TOTAL 3,443,325 410,062 12

Figure 4-4: Percentage of Households Off-Gas

Scwwter Mzwiw rkpfmrimenfffl

District Heating Schemes

4.56 Al the other end of the scale from isolated off-gas properties, are those in areas suitable for
district healing. The high heat demand of these areas (discussed in the previous Chapter)
means that district heating becomes a more viable alternative to traditional gas boilers, even
though accessing the gas network is relatively easy,

Potential for renewable gas

4.57 Currently, renewable gas production in the form of landfill gas and sewage gas represents a
well utilised proportion of renewable energy generation in (he UK. Approximately 1.4bcm
(billion cubic meters) of renewable gas is produced in the UK at present, and could meet
around 1% of total UK gas demand, further securing supply. However, currently due to
incentives such as Renewable Obligations Certificates (ROCs), the majority of biomethane
produced in the UK is used to generate electricity, with efficiencies of around 30%
demonstrated.

4.58 There is widespread consensus that direct biogas injection into the national gas grid is more
efficient. Gas is provided direedy to the customers along existing pipelines which can be
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utilised for heating, creating efficiency rates in excess of 90%. Around 85% of homes in the
UK are currently heated by gas, mainly drawn from the grid.

4,59 Before renewable gas can be injected into the network, it must be "upgraded" to meet UK gas
pipeline specifications. The purpose of this is to remove unwanted gases such as carbon
dioxide and hydrogen sulphide to leave an almost pure (-98%) methane gas. In order for
biomethane to be suitable for gas grid injection propane needs to be added (to increase the
calorific value) along with an odorant (to give a smell). Renewable gas upgraded to
biomethane followed by injection into (he gas grid is a technology'' which is already being
deployed in many countries in Europe- including Germany, France and Austria4'.

4.60

4.61

Despite the urgent need to find
alternatives to overseas and North
Sea gas supplies (which is almost
diminished), establishing such plants
within the UK is still at a pilot project
stage. The first biomethane gas
injection to grid came on line in
Didcot in autumn 2010, with a further
12 demonstrator projects planned by
Centrica.

The main barrier to capitalising on
biomethane injection has been a lack
of public sector investment, which has been significantly lacking compared to other
renewable and low carbon technologies, connecting to the electricity networks. Il is expected
that the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), planned to be introduced in June 2011. will provide
the much needed financial confidence and support for biomethane grid injection.

42http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyrcs/9122AEBA-5E50-43CA-8 1 E5
8FD98C2CA4EC/32182/renewablegasWPfinal 1 .pdf;
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5: Conclusions

Conclusions

5. 1 This report has provided renewable energy resource assessments for the West Midlands as a
whole, and each of its constituent local authorities for the following technologies:

• Onshore wind — large scale and small scale

• Biomass- p1a nt biomass, an ima I biomass, waste and co-firing

1 lydropower - small scale

• Microgeneration -solar photovoltaics and water heating, and heat pumps.

5.2 Results have been provided to 2030, With commentary provided as to whether capacity is
likely to change significantly (either increase or decrease) by 2050. Annex E, in the
supporting annexes document, provides results at 2050 for those technologies where Ure re is
likely to be substantial change (either increase or decrease). It should be noted that the
assessments at 2050 are less reliable due to the potential for major technological changes
impacting on levels of take up over this longer time frame.

5.3 In addition, the study provides an overview assessment of the potential for solar farms and
solar infrastructure rather than a detailed quantitative calculation of capacity for these
technologies. It has also identified the potential for taking forward Combined Heat and Power
and those locations with the most potential for the waste heal although, again, these are not
included within the overall calculation of renewable energy potential.

5.4 The study has also included an overview of grid infrastructure constraints and gas
infrastructure across the region noting where there are any weaknesses and where future
improvements are planned in terms of both connections and capacity.

5.5 Overall, the assessments have identified an overall renewable energy capacity for the West
Midlands of 54.2GW, Thu technology providing the largest resource is commercial scale
wind and the local authority of Shropshire is identified to have the largest potential due to its
rural characteristics. It is important that the basis for these assessments is understood, This
resource assessment provides an estimation of potential not deployable resource, many other
factors need to be taken into account to identify the likely level of deployment including load
factors, further economic., environmental and planning constraints, financial support
mechanisms and future technological developments which will impact on take up.

5,6 The study has employed Stages 1-4 of the DECC methodology, further work is needed to
follow through Stages 5-8 which is where detailed constraints come into play such as
economic viability and detailed planning and licensing issues.

5.7 An important conclusion is that the majority of resource potential (particularly large scale
wind, but also biomass) is located within rural areas, many of which arc some distance from
grid connections. Planned extensions and capacity improvements to electricity and gas
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infrastructure are anticipated within the more urban areas. As such, current infrastructure
constraints are likely to provide a substantial challenge to the realisation of the capacity
identified.

5.8 Nevertheless, the resource identified is considerable and deployment of a significant
proportion of this would help the West Midlands make a substantial contribution towards
national renewable energy targets. According to 2009 figures from DECC, current renewable
energy generation within the West Midlands (excluding solar photovoltaics and micro wind)
stands at 188.5MW meaning that a step-change in deployment is required to capitalise upon
the renewable energy resource available. The accompanying planning guide will help local
authority planning officers, and other key stakeholder to support the increasing deployment of
renewable energy technologies within their areas within environmental, economic and social
limits,

5.9 The key conclusions of the study are summarised below;

• There is a very large potential accessible onshore renewable energy resource in
the West Midlands region (54.2GW) although further work is required to
identify the proportion of this that would be considered viable. It is importan I that
this is recognised as potential not deployable capacity.

• Because the iota I potential capacity is so large, LAs can play to their own strengths
with regards to maximising the use of the resource available to them. There arc many
different routes through which local contributions to the 2020 target of 15%
energy from renewables can be reached providing a significant degree of
flexibility.

Related to the above, whilst commercial scale onshore wind and microgeneration
provide the most abundant resource (93% of the potential capacity identified) and
deployment of only a small proportion of this resource would substantially increase
the region’s current level of renewable energy generation, the deployment of large
biomass developments could also make a large proportional contribution to the
absolute amount deployed in 2030.

• The West Midlands has a theoretical capacity potential of approximately 2GW
for low carbon sources - Combined Heat and Power or tri-gencration (to include
cooling) and district heating schemes. This warrants further more detailed
consideration particularly for the conurbation of Birmingham which accounts for
40% of the identified potential.

• Those areas with most potential (particularly for wind) are in (be more rural
areas which are al the greatest distance from grid connections. With future plans
to upgrade and improve grid connections and capacity being mainly within urban
areas, capitalising upon this potential resource is likely to prove challenging.
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Recommendations

l) As detailed above, the assessment is of renewable energy resource potential has been
developed through identifying the naturally occurring resource and applying some
high level constraints in accordance with the national methodology. It does not
represent the potential that could, should or is likely to be deployed. It is essential
that the report’s findings are disseminated and promoted as such. Any
misinterpretation of this overarching message may be to the detriment of future
renewable energy deployment within the West Midlands.

2) The study has disaggregated results to the level of individual LAs supported by
individual resource assessment datasheets (available from wwysjcI tpjd.gov tik),
These individual assessment results provide a stalling point from which LAs should
undertake further work to better understand the opportunities and challenges thal
need to be addressed to maximise renewable energy deployment within their areas.
This work could consist of the following;

> Identification of deployment constraints and how they apply locally.
These should be filtered to focus on the constraints that are likely to have a
material impact on the potential deployment of the theoretical opportunity.
These are likely to include economic viability, supply chain, transmission
constraints, and planning constraints.

> Development of deployment scenarios to 2030 building in the above
constraints to develop a range of quantified trajectories supported by
qualitative narratives - these can include cautious and stretch targets as a
percentage of future projected electricity demand.

> Further work with local communities to promote renewable energy
schemes, supported by the increased focus on localism and financial support
available la promote such initiatives.

3J LAs should use [he accompanying planning guide to ensure that their planning
policy guidance promotes renewable energy within identified constraints and that
this is well understood by planning officers, developers and local communities.
Monitoring of the deployment of renewable energy should be taken seriously to
understand how well LAs are progressing against any internal targets set As national
energy and planning policy arc both in a state of considerable flux, it is essentia! that
all stakeholders keep abreast of developing policy and legislation to ensure that they
are maximising all opportunities to maximise renewable energy deployment.

4) Related to the above, the Low Carbon Economy Programme will work closely with
LAs and other stakeholders to maximise capacity, knowledge and skills within
planning and other renewable energy practitioners. As this is still a relatively Lnew’
area, LAs within (be West Midlands should work closely together to maximise good
practice sharing and learning. Several LA groupings are working together on joint
core strategies and this evidence base provides them with the opportunity to develop
joint policies and maximise learning through economics of scale.
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